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RAIN tonight and Saturday; cooler temperatures will prevail.
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THOSE easier hats!
will
rain
Today's
frighten their owners
considerably.'
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Haven Navigation company. He declined In many instances to answer.
Counsel for the commission said
Mr. Whipple had been directed by
Subpoena to bring books, documents
and contracts of the Billard company.
"Am yu prepared," he inquired, "to
produce those books and documents?''
"1 am not," Whipple replied, and
declined to say whether his refusal
was or was not because the books
were too bulky.
To Samuol Hemingway, pnesident of
the Second National Bank of New
HaWB a similar line of questions was
put. He also decline to answer.
.
5Iay,- - treasurer of the.New
testified
that the road did not
Haven,
hold securities of the New England
Navigation company, but did own' all
the stock.
"What obligations of John f Billard or of the Billard company were
held by the New Haven in the.- New
England Navigation company?"
"Only such," replied Mr May, "as
were necessary to the conduct of the
affairs 'of the New Haven."
"Diid ,Mr. Billard give his note to
the Now England Navigation company
for $2,742,5002.?"
"I think so," adding he thought the
transaction was in connection with
the acquisition of Boston and Maine
stock.
Mr. May saJd he knew nothing
about a: million doffixs said to have
been turned over by the New England
Navigation company to Billard.
A.-.S-

OANKIKOJ0NNECTI0NS

EFFORT IS MADE

TO LEARN

HOW

ROAD WAS INVOLVED WITH
BILLARD COMPANY

WITNESS

WILL

TALK

NOT

AND THE COUNSEL FOR THE RAIL

LINES URGES HIM NOT TO
REVEAL SECRETS

Washington, April 10. Mandamus
proceedings to compel the production
of hooks and prepare to disclose financial dealings 'between, the New Haven
railroad and the Billard company will
be started immediately toy the interstate commerce commission.
Chief Counsel Folk announced that
he would bring the proceedings, probably" at New Haven. His decision
came following a morning of examination of witnesses wfio refused to
answer questions intended to develop
evidence of dealings involving millions of dollars. On the advice of
their attorneys they denied the right
of the interstate commerce commission to inquire into the financial affairs between, the company and the
railroad.
When the hearings adjourned there
was a probability that the testimony of
Charles D. Mellen, former president
of the New Haven Bystein, might be
delayed to await the outcome of the
mandamus proceedings.
Further inquiry into the New Ha
ven railroad was begum by the inter
state commerce commission today after several weeks of investigation of
the books of the company. The inquiry, under the direction of Commissioner McChord, is being made in
with a senate resolution directing the,ommlssion to develop all
Haven's
facts regarding the New
banking connections, the purchase of
its subsidiary properties, the money
paid for them and the emoluments
or commissions paid for negotiating
'
the various transactions.
Mr. McChord announced that the
principal subject to be considered
at'present was the relation of the.BH-lar- d
company to the financial operations of the New Haven. Walker D.
com-planc- e

.

BRISK WOOL MARKET
Boston, April 10. The Commercial
Bulletin tomorrow , will gay:
,
"Business in the Boston wool mar
ket this week has been of moderate
size and chiefly in foreign wool, for
.

which prices are steadily maintained.
Advance showings of early shorn territory are being made, and Arizona
wools are selling as fast as they arrive,
"Shipments from January 1 are
pounds against 59,079,000 last
year. Receipts 98,972,000 against
-'i

HE WANTED

,

,

nines, counsellor

FJURDERED WEFE FOR
LOVE OF A
'

mm
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man-

ROBERT HIGGINS CONFESSES TO
UXORCIDE IN THE MERCER,
agement, said t" the ogehlng that it
COUNTY COURT
was the policy of Chairman Elliott
with, the (commission
to
'
Galesburg, 111.;, ApriJ 10 Robert
and furnish all information.
of
the
Bigginsi
V.
pleaded in the Mercer countjy
Whipple, president
Harry
Merchants' Ntaiohal Bank of New district court today to the indictment
Haven, Conn., he4irB wSfiiV'rujfr charging that he- murdered his wife.
ed. to testify as tb"'his b'asTnesW' 'rela- Higgina asked for the mercy of the
tions with the Billard company. He court, Julia Flake, Higgins', stepsaid he was not now a' stockholder in daughter, for love of whom he was
to have killed his wife, wias not
company, but had been up to last said
nt

'

ihat,
fall.
Judge Stoddard, counsel for the New
Haven, explained Mr. Whipple's declination to answer certain questions.
"We challenge the rights and Jurisdiction of the commission," said he,
"to inquire into any act of the Billard company., Our conclusion is that
such an inquiry would be beyond the
scope of the commission's authority.
Acting on that conclusion, we have
decided to decline to answer questions
relating to such' matters."
. "Suppose,"
suggested Chief Counsel
Folk of the commlsston, "that it can
be shown that the Billard company
owes the New Haveu many millions
of dollars, do you think that it would
be desirable to conceal this fact, In
view of the desire of the senate for
the Information?"
"I think," interrupted Judge Stoddard, "that the senate resolution has
gene far beyond the power either
of this commission or of congress.
Neither the commission nor congress
has any power to investigate the relations, If any, of the Billard company
and the New Haven railroad."
A series of questions was put to
Whipple, intended to develop evidence
of financial relations between the Billard company and the New Haven or
the Billard company and the New

arraigned. Her attorney, D. A, Hebel,
certified to the authenticity of a con
fession by the girl, in which she ac
cused Higgins of killing her mother. The second 'count in the indictment
of Higgins, concerning his relations
with Julia Flake, were dismissed.
Judge Olmstead said he would pronounce sentence next Tuesday.
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VICTIM

WAS

A

WHO

MAN

LURED HIS SPOUSE BACK
TO LIFE OF SHAME

STATES !'l HAVE TEE WOID CIEATEK
LAST

WORDS
OF CONDEMNED
SLAYER ARE FULL OF CONTEMPT FOR THIS SPHERE

Washington, April 10. Continued
fighting at Tampico with great damage to the valuable oil property there,
was reported to the state department
and navy department today in dispatches from the warships on the
Mexican coast. An oitlolal statement
at tha state department described the
situation as to the oil property this
way:
"Several oil tanks have been struck;
one is on fire and ail is runningVinto
the river. A number or refugees are
on the warships."
Tho fighting at Tampico was de
scribed as heavy, with tile rebels in
possession of Dona Cecilia and Arbol
.

,"'

Rear Admiral Fletcher reported that
Admiral Mayo had delivered
another letter to General Zaragoza
about the shots fired Into the Pierce
Oil plant from federal gunboais. Grave
fears are felt here that there may be
wholesale destruction of the properRead

Assurance was receives! j that all
" watiieti
irave
American
j
Into places of safety.
Latest reports to the navy department were summarized in this state-men- :
been-gathere-

"At 3 p, m. Thursday Admiral Mayo
reported from Tampico to Admiral
Fletcher at Vera Cruz that there had
been but desultory firing since daybreak. Two women have been reported hanged for attempting to release
prisoners from Cuartel. A rebel prisoner has been reported hanged for
having bullets in his possession. At
10 p. m.
Admiral Mayor reported
further that there was a lull in fighting during the afternoon. The Vera
Cruz moved up to the vicinity of To
lls! road at 3 .p m., and did some fir
ing. There wa3 also fighting In
near Altamira. Admiral
trenches
Mayo has mailed another letter to
General .Zaragoza relating to damages by gunboats at the Pierce OH5 plant.
An oil tank at Arboi Grande was on
'
;
fire at 3:30..
"Sixty women and children have
been taken dn board the Des Moines,
and all American women and children
have been brought up from "points on
the river below, the city, except at, La
Barra. Those who were there have
gone aboard the German tank Osage.
Admiral Mayo emphasizes that refur
gees desire refuge, not 'removal?"
,. Secretary 'jjQa.njels
said tbi3":morn-inthat he had not ' been Informed
of the issuance by Admiral Mayo of
any ultimatum to the federal commander at. Tampico to cease firing
rroin the gunboat into the cily. Monterey is said to be quiet.
.
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On the
... San Qucntin, C&l, April 10
day which Christendom has set apart
to commemorate the crucifixion of
Jobusi Christ, Jeremian Allen, strode
up the gaJlowa steps and paid with
his life for the murder of his wife on
Christmas eve, 1912.

He was silent on the scaffold, but
an hour earlier, while waiting to be
called from his cell, he said:
"I'm going to swing today, and I
think I have th.a world cheated at
that."
At his own request Allen was permitted to wear, the: wedding ring with
which he had ckUsaed his wife from
a 'life of shame, and which he had
found on her hand when, jealous, of
a paramour who had taken her back
to her old life, he hunted her out and
killed her. A he stood on the scaffold there showed on his scalp a scar
made by a builst with which he tried
to end his own lii'e immediately after
the murder. In his pocket, as he
walked smilintr to his 'death was a
letter he had wr:,'"u to his partner,
J
5 jj
Joseph P.npp,
of"" llle relatives
f.KM. in n4 wu-- viction and his good wil1 to society.
Friday is the day fixed by Uie Cali
fornia courts for executions' and when
Allen was sentenced the fact that this
particular ,' 'bH'ody Friday" was also
Cood Friday was overlooked.
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Washington, April io. Senate: Met
at noon.
Canal committee postponed until
Monday further hearings on the Pao
ama tolls exemption repeal..''
Senator Chambrekuii received a let
ter from President Wilson endorsing
the proposal to send an American
army engineer to aid in reclamation
and flood' work in China.
Debate was begun on the adminis
tration bill to conserve radium lands.
House: Met at noon.
ttebate was begun:.on the omnibus
;
pension toil.
considered
!T06tof flee committee
plans for public hearings ob proposals
for government ownership of tele
phone lines.
Judiciary committee deliberated on
the park resolution for the impeach
ment of Justice D. T. Wright of the
District of Columbia supreme court
Debate was resumed on the legisla
tive appropriation' bill.
Park resolution for impeachment of
Justice D. T. Wright of the district
supreme court was favorably report
ed by the' judiciary- - committee.
Army engineers reported against a
iroposed to deepen the Potomac for
lavigation from Washington to Cum
berland,. Md.
Secretaries Bryan and McAdoo urg
ed a $2,000 appropriation, to send del:
egates to the International Sanitay
conference at Montevideo in Decem
.

'

ed.
BIG EXCHANGES CLOSE
In tli1 connection Pedro Fabela,
New
York, April 10. The stock and
afconstitutionalist minister of foregn
fairs, today issued' a statement as fol- commodity exchanges of this country
and Europe are closed today in oblows:
"The British consul spoke to mo un- servance of Good Friday. The New
claims of British York 'Stock Exchange, the Consolidaofficially regard-In.is
This
the
result of our at- ted Stock Exchange, the curb, the New
subjects.
titude assumed in the Benton case, of York Produce Exchange, the Boston
not answering representations made Stock Exchange, and the Chicago
by the American government in cases Board of Trade, will
again toof foreigners who are not' 'Americano. morrow, but the New York Cotton
"We consider 'that the first majr'.s- pxchiMti;e and (h New York Coffee
'
exchange will not resume J business
on
(Contilnued
until Monday morning.
Page Five.)
n
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Carranza Defends Policy
Tex., April 10. General
Paso,
C2EC5E Carranza. considers
A
that his foreign
policy has been Justified, he said, in
a call made upon him by II. C. Miles,
CAPTAIN HANSON OF A STONE
British consul at El Paso, to request
BARGE MEETS WITH A HORthat
certain, British-ownemining
FATE
RIBLE
property In rebel territory be protect ber.
Newark, N. J., April 110 Captain
master of a stone
John Hanson,
barge, was knocked into Newark; Bay
yesterday and drawn into a government sand sucking dredge half a mile
away. His dismemnerea body was
carried through a
pipe 2,000
feet long out into the Newark meadows. The barge May Madison was
being towed from Newark to New
York by a tug. In passing through
the draw., of a railroad bridge the
barge butted into a stone pier and
threw Captain Hanson overboard.
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Denver, Colo., April 10. Legislation
for the Investment of postal savings
bank funds in the bonds of irrigation
districts and for the underwriting of
irrigation districts bonds by the United States reclamation service was rec
ommended in, a report proposed today
by the irrigation district committee of
the irrigation conference. The report,
drawn up after
sessions lasting several hours,' was to be presented
to thei general conference during the
day.

It was

expected that this report

would bring to a focus the discussion
of financial aid for irrigation projects

This subject is said by many officials
to be the most weighty before the conference.
Long after the hour set for opening
today's session many delegates 6till
were engaged in committee meetings,
where for the most part the needs of
and complaints of private irrigation
projects were presented. The com- mtttee on irrigation had prepared a
set of resolutions which was to be m- '

y

.

3.

CITY EDITION

believe there have been
faults on both sides.'
'
Tho speaker declared that his state
had been able to construct irrigation
projects more cheaply than had the
TO
federal government He euggeted a
and
state
for
federal
plan
coroperation
which he said would reclaim and settle the idle lands of the western states.
"Why should not Oils conference
ask the government to give the public
landa state supplementary grants and ALIBI IS PRODUCED FOR "DAGO
then let the states irrigate this land
FRANK," THE CONDEMNED
with the waters, which they admittedMURDERER
ly control?", he asked.
f'Tho iaxif' thus Irtigated could be
sold to femora, and thg money thus
ATTACHES
raised could be applied to paying the
expenses of the reclamation work,'
TWO MEN ARE SAID TO HAVS
Spry Is President
The: Western Governors' conference
GIVEN FALSE TESTIMONY
today elected Governor William Spry
AT THE TRIAL
of Utah 'president and Governor Ernest Lister of Washington secretary;
and selected Seattle as the meeting OTOEES STEIYEFOR EEPEIEVE
plaoei. for next year.
A resolution was adopted admitting
former governors of western slates THE ENTIRE QUARTETTE OF SLAY
to membership, each state, however,
ERS ANXIOUS FOR tfXECU-TIVone
vote
the
conferin
having only
CLEMENCY '
ence.
'
Thai governors adopted a resolution
New York,. April 10. An affidavit
framed by Governors West, Haines
and Lister asking wmgress to create purporting to establish an alibi for
two more regional reserve banki, one "Dago Frank" Cirofiel, a note from
in the Rocky Mountain states and one Frank Moss, former assistant district
in the Pacific northwest. No cities attorney, attacking. the credibility ot
were specified In the resolution, which two witnesses at the trial of Charles
is to be transmitted to the president Becker and the gunmen, and an alleged discrepancy In the decision ot
and to congress.
Governor Spry introduced a resolm-tion- , the court of appeals which reversed
which is to b considered at a Becker's conviction, were the points
meeting of the governors late today, about which counsel for the gunmen,
asking for legislation in the aid of doomed to die on Monday for the
state development of water power, murder of Herman Rosenthal, centered their figbt today.
The resolution concludes:
"Bo It rteisolved that the governors
The affidavit, made by "Pinkie" Roe,
of the public domain states in . con employed in a Harlem dance hail.,
ference assembled at Denver, Colo., who swears that no saw "Dago-FrankApril 10. 1914, request congressi to
far from the scene of the murenact legislation at this session whifi-der about the time it was committed,
will acknowledge the right of the was rushed to Governor
Glynn by spcstates and their municipalities and cial messenger. The note
written byr
public service corporations to develop Frank Moss concerning the two wittheir water powers, under state regit nesses Luban and
Jtfargolis was placlation, without imposition of several ed in the hands of C4 t3. ;F.
Wahie, tliO
taxes, with a fixed tenure of all necchief counsel today.
gunmen's
essary easements over the public
"Mr. Moss's note,"
said Wah'e.
lands, irj ordr that the- Investment of
4ft th4 development., of water "shows he didn't believe Lubuu was
truthful. "Yet he placed him i
powers; may le encouraged.'as a witness. We shall get liu
note before the governor as soon &3
If we fail to move the govpossible.
UNEMPLOYED
ernor, then we will appeal to soma
justice of the supreme court."
The lawyers and rrienus. of tho
FED IN THE 'SPRINGS
four gunmen sentenced to die in the
electric chair at Sing Sing prison on
COLORADO PEOPLE ARE KIND TO Monday morning for tha murder of
the gambler; Herman Rosenthal, to
THE ONE TIME FOLLOWERS
OF KELLEY
day based their hopes sfor a rejirieve
for the condemned men'ion the alleged
evidence discovered by E. B. M.
Colorado Springs, colo., April 10.
members Browne,. a former rabbi, which, hewai
One hundred and sixty-twof the "army" of thtifliemployed from prepared to present to a sujri-emCalifornia, who reaclifed here late last court justice today together with aa
.night from Pueblo, were guests of application for a. new trial.
The evidence Mr.. Browne submitted
a railroad
the city today at
town immediately north of here,, to Governor Glynn at Albany yesterwhere they were taken after break- day was memorandum. Its authorship waa admitted by Frank Moss, unfast to await a freight train east
were
a
men
breakfast til recently assistant ' to District A l
The
given
consisting of 30 quarts of coffee, 90 torniey .Whitman who prosecuted
It read: :
loaves of bread and t9 pounds of bol"Bo careful of anything, from Lubaa
In
Later
the morning
ogna sausage.'J. M. Bemls, a retired Boston, capital- and Margolia" It 'was sent to former
Governor .Sulzer, who at the time was
ist who is living here, gave the poforJ ids trial for impeacli-ment,whlice a check for ?25 to defray the ex- prepartflgj,
ii.was reported that Lub.isi
pense Jof feeding the men again this and
were to be em: Wed t- Margoll3
afternoon the army will leave at 11:50
seek evidence in behalf of Huler.
o'clock tonight for Omaha, over the
Luban was a witness agaim-- t in , r
Rock Island.
and the gunmen, and Margo1 r Vn t
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BURBS, DESPITE DESPER'
ATE BATTLING

IGNORES
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IS EXECUTED
IN CALIFORNIA FOR MULDER OF WIFE

,
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TO PURCHASE

JEREMIAH ALLEN

HUGE TANKS OF AMERICAN COM
PANIES ARE PIERCED AT
TAMPico, MEXICO

FEDERALS

1914.

10,

DEATHOAY

BULLETS
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SUBWAY

Albuquerque, April 10. Carter Har
rison, niayor of Chicago; made a brief
stop here today on his1 way to Grand
Canyon.
Mayor Harrison expressed
disappointment at the failure of the
subway project to carry la Tuesday's
election, but said Its advocates would
try again. He blamed defeat on Chicago newspapers, which, he said, did
not present the project fairly.. Mayor
Harrison and his son will spend some
time at Crand Canyon, and hunting in
Taos county, New Mexico.
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"
lutions loliow:
"Your committee on irrigation districts respectfully reports and presents to this meeting the following
resolution for discussion :
"Be it resolved, that the: United
States reclamation service, by proper
legislation, he empowered and author
ized to take as compensation for the
construction or final assistance of irrigation districts bonds issued thereby; such bonda to run for a period of
25 years or more and draw a low rate
of interest That both the United
States government and the states cooperate to the end that the purposes
of this resolution be carried olut in
a practical manner, and
,
.
"Be it further resolved that' the
government of the states represented
at this conference be urged to appoint
committees to prepare suitable irrigation district laws or amendments to
the present laws for submission to
the respective legislatures at their
coming sessions m as to provide for
uniformity of irrigation district laws
in She, jsevorai Irrigation states.
. "Be .it further resolved: that .we
favor sdeh legislation' as ehall provide
for the investment of the funds of postal savin ga banks in bonds of irrigation; districts.
"Be it further resolved that grants
on
lands be, made by the
government to those states wherein
there yet remained large tracts of
land of the public domain, for the
purpose of creating trust funds to be
controlled by such states and used
solely in furnishing final aid to irrigation districts."
When the conference finally got
under way Judge John C. Bell of the
Colorado court of appeals, Piatt Rogers and R, M. Work of the Colorado
delegation discussing irrigation projects in title etatesi.
Attorney General D. M. Kelly of
Montana said he thought his state
had been .particularly fortunate in its
Carey laud' projects. He outlined various changes which he thought would
improve the administration, of the
'
Carey act.
Smith.., Dakota was represented by
Ai L. Giierwell and Judge W. Rice.
Governor William Spry sketched
the system, by which, he said, Utah
had provided bonus for many of its
cllizo-nsHe continued ;
"it is useless to disguise the fact
that, there has been much friction between the settlers and the 'reclamation lerricft It is not my purpose to
criticise this .advice, but to b abso
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SUDDEN DEATH OF LAUDER-BACIN CHICAGO
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)

gn-meF. Wahle, counsel f.,- today prepared to m;:ke hi3 kwt
appeal to Governor Glynn for a slay
of execution until after tho Porker
trial He based his argument a oft i' i
signatures of ten of the jurors who
tried the gunmen to an rp I f,.r
clemency and a!.
i t e fac
that tfie court of appeals IW
u
i.td' the testimony of Lvban.
.:,;. ,
J
In the death bouse. Hie
men receive their relatives di'v j :
bold long conferences- witS s i .
itual advisers. To his ibrothw
y:
"Wbltey Lewis" Seidensbm-di.y reiterated for the hnndreUh
Uiat-.liwas innocent

C. G.

n,

Chicago, April. 10, A coroner's inquest today into the sudden death of
Denlaney H. Lauderback, millionaire
street railwaiy and real estate operator and former associate of Charles
T. Yerkes, was postponed '.until April
17 to give an. opportunity for analysis
of portions of the body. II. G. W.
Fi ri '
"Cod
Reinhardt, coroner's physician, made
' 1
'
a post mortem examination today &i. 1
1
1 ,"
",y
stated that there were indications that word of wo mine and advioft to
Mr.' Lauderback might have died from g uiL,sis y a". 1
'
t 'tu ii n
an overdose of a sleeiting potion.
C
the Fat i1! tiin.n ii
r
u iii ' l r n
- r
' t l
PRESIDENT ON VACATION
"I i t
t
White Sulphur Springs, W. Ta., i t
April 10. President Wilson, with Mm
TO
T Tl
Wilson and members of their fam''
I '
I v
arrived bore early today to fspei 1 '
Faster. The president plf.n to ret
turn- to Washiii,tn on Moiuisy.
'.
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New York, April 10. "Score cards:1'
"Peanuts, five a bag," "Get the correct, batting order," "Cigars, cigar-cite- s
and chewing gam."
The old familiar spiels will be hoard
again in the major league cities when
the "greatest baseball show on earth"
opens next week for the season ot

V

vivi

Me-sill-

There is a pride in Solitaire quality a
for Solitaire reputation which
reEar
permm ot not.ling lest than the very best
aum unuci me ouiiLuiie name, i ou
in vnnf first run nf

AAnrova

finlumir

Coffee properly made.

Ir-vl-

"The Best the Grocer Can Deliver'
Hen art a few members of the Solitaire family- extracts, uusup. Katsins.
jw, apices, pusyorwg
Peanut
gutter. Rit e. Sea Foods, Give Juice.
Olives. Olive Oil. Preserves. Maple Svrup. etc.,
and ail varieties of canned fruits and vegetables.

3

1914.

The big show la to be a
arfair this season, if the confident
predictions mado by the. Federal league promoters are fulfilled. Tho American and National league) magnates
intimate their belief that It will be
exhibition with
the same old two-rina side, show as an added attraction.
The baseball public seems inclined
to credit the Federal league with possessing big league qualifications. The
new organization certainly has shown
iself to be a husky infant and the way
it has trundled over major league territory and tagged the major league
'plajrera ha ratu?r. caught the fancy
of the .fans.
With an utter disregard for the very
edeinenta of superstraon the Federals
have decided to open their first season pm the, thirteenth day ot the
stunt will
month. The curtain-raisin- g
be staged at Baltimore, where the
Buffalo team wiJl line up against Otto
Knabe's Terrapins. Aday or two later
the other, teams of the new, league
will get tinder way.
Ini the Federal league there is no
dope In the way of past performances
on which to base a prediction as to
the outcome of the; pennant race.
Consequently all such predictions and
forecasts could be little better than

APRIL

French; Ida R, License, Gila? Rodney
M. Hayes, Greenfield; Frederick
Kelly; Mrs. Mary S.
King; Mrs. Laura' J. Smith,
Koehler; Gustave Weiss, Laguna;
William' H. Laidlaw, Loving; Frank
G. Shepherd, Lovington; Herman, L.
Millenbaugh,
Madrid; Mrs. Anna E.
Williams,' Malaga; James W. Prude,
Mescalero; William C. Reynolds,
Nina Kauffman, Mills; Mrs.
Myrtle Stephenson, Mount Dora; Tul-liu-s
V. Shelpman, Naravlsa; Miss Lil-li- e
Ghettie, Nolan; Mrs., Gertie Patterson, Patterson; Enrique Marcare- '
nas, Fenasco; Giles Master, Raman;
Jones L. Hines, St.. Vraln; Edwin B.
Seward, Tres Pledras; Charles R.
Yankee.
Roberts as Inspector
Word received from Superintendent
of Public Instruction Alvan N. White
Is to the effect that with Dr. Frank
II. II. Roberts of the Normal University at East Las Vegas, and Chaves
County Superintendent C. C. Hill, he
inspected the Roswell High School
and the New Mexico Military Institute
and found conditions were satisfactory. They left In an automobile for
Dexter, Lake Arthur and Hagerman
despite the storm and will also visit
the outlying districts of Chaves count-
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COURT

the experience and it will be up to
him to Show the Brooklyn fans what
he knows about creating a winner.

POSTMASTERS

The White Sox rooters expect the
Callahan crew to keep' well up among
the pennant contenders. The early
recovery gf Ray Schalk and T,arry
guesswork.
Chappell, the spectacular work of Hal
A slant at the Jonnson and Tener Chas and the return to form of
"Big
combinations is sufficient to start the Ed" Walsh form the basis for their
To calculations. Without the services of
calculating machines
begin with, nine out of every ten of these brilliant performers it is hard
the fans probably pick the Athletics to figure the Sox in tha running.
to run away with the American league
With a new president, a new manflac and the Giants as the winners ager, a new captain and a new second
in the National league race. There is baseman, thd famous old Cub machine
no denying that o far a the Athletics has become a thing of the past Hank
are concerned the dope looks good, O'Day has succeeded Johnny Bvers as
team, with manager and Bill Sweeney is expected
although,
the great Walter Johnson doing the to show the goods in Evers old posbulk of the twirling, may tipset the ition at second base.
beans.
Charley Herzog has a ikel'y Jooking
Tha chances for the Giants to romp bunch of Cincinnati Redw and may be
!n a winner this year aren considerably able to land his team in the first divlessened by Shafer being out of the ision. The loss of Chapman, who is
The Pittsburgh Pirates are out of til game nursing an injured
irame.
generally picked to give the Giants a leg, is likely to handicap the Clevehard tussle for the rag. With
land Naps, at the getaway.,
the former Cardinal star, at
Though nearly shot to pieces by the
first, Viox at second, the wonderful desertion of players to the Feds1, the
Wagner at short' and Mowrey at Phillies have a numtnar of promising
third, the Pirates appear to have a youngsters who may be able to bring
combination that will make the Giants the Dooln, Daisies into the limelight.
step some from the first tap of the
Manager George Stallings has his
bell.
Boston Braves all tuned up and will
With Shortstop Heine Wagner and make a strong bid for place among
Pitcher Joe Wood on the hospital list, the first four teams.
the Boston Red Sox will start the sea-eoUnless Manager Chance can develop
under a) serious handicap. When one or two real ball tossers among
the two stars are again able to play his- recruits the Yankees will be up
the Red Sox doubtless will give a against it again this season. And how
good account' of themselves '
about St. Louis? Well, the tip has
The Brooklyn Superbas, under the gone forth that the Browns and Carmanagement of the veteran Wilbert dinals1 are' prepared' to put over anyRobinson, are being touted as a real thing short of homicide to break out
surprise package. "Robbie" has had of the cellar.
Koa-etch-
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fflGlI GLASS VAUDEVILLE
AT THE BROWNE THEATER
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FOR SHALL PLACES
WHOLESALE APPOINTMENTS FOR
NEW MEXICO ARE ANNOUNCED BY WASHINGTON

Saula Fe, April 10. A wholesale
appointment of New Mexico fourth
class postmasters, is reported by
Postmaster John Pflueger, the following new appointments being announc
ed: Ralph D. Mitchell, Ainistad; Mrs.
Minnie T. Hart, Buchanan: Walter
Block, Cubero; Mrs. William h. Ma-theson, Elephant Butte; Frank P;
John I House,
Brown, Uacbita;
House: ".Tosenh P. Fore. fMo GalHfta:
Nellie' .f. Oemricher, qnavaf Iouis J.
Brantley, Organ; Charles S. Earick-sonPecos; Henry R. Wisehart, Questa; William G. Johnson, Roy; Charles
O. Kilmer, Rosa; John H. Rucker, Jr.,
So
Shoemaker; Edwin H. Hughes,
lano; Louis O. Bullar, Thomas; Wil
liam T. Sherman, Tolar; Mrs. Ida S.
McGuire, Van Houten; Robert H. Tay
lor, White Oaks; Kittie Clyde Callo
way, Rosing; Henry D. Murray, Tin-niThe following were reappointed:
Mrs. Belle Ballew, Harris; John Gan- teubein, Acme; Joseph R. Livesey, An
thony; Charles P. H. Bushnell, Been- ham; Carl Price, Berino; W. O. Chap
man, Blue water; Melchor Wagoner,
Brilliant; Pedro Tixier, Bueyeros;
William McDougal, Carthage;
Felix
Grant, Cerro; Leonard R, Packard,
Domingo; . James' O. lilcks, Elklns;
Krank H. Frankenburger, Espanola;
J. 13. Gilchirt, Fierro; Emma J. Owen

IN 'TUCUMCARI

Santa Fe, April 10. Judge Thomas
D. Leib has returned from Mineral
Springs, Texas, where he had gone
for his health and is holding court at
Tucumeari. Attorney J. H. Crist will
leave Santa Fe in a few days for the
trial of William F. Buchanan, who Is
the
embezzlement,
charged with
charge growing out of the failure of
o the International Bank of Commerce of which Buchanan was president. The case is quite a complicat
ed one. klne different indictments
for embezzlement against Cabell H.
Chenault, former county treasurer,
were again passed over on account
of Chenault's allege serious embezzleThere are also cases of embezzle
ment against T. H. Smith and Hugh
Swift. The four indictments against
them grew out of the failure of the
First State Bank.wift having been
hank closed. R.
president, wh'- .P.
iuWtuted 'suit
.
Jjomohuu
against a number of stockholders on
account of the failure of the bank.
The bonds of D. Smith and Albert
Smith, charged with larceny of sheep,
were increased to $5,000. The divorced
case of William C. Simpson vs. Mrs.
Kate T. Simpson, on the ground of desertion, is on trial.
'

--

Kidney Pills Successful
for
To have a fine healthy complexion
the liver must be active, the bowels regular and the blood pure. All
this is brought about by using HER-BINIt thoroughly scours
stomach and bowels, puts the body
In fine condition and restores that
clear, pink and white complexion so
much desired by ladles. Price 60c
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Foley

the-live-

YOUNG NIXON TO THE BAR
New Haven, Conn., April 10. Stanhope W. Nixon, son of Lewis Nixon,
the well ..known Shipbuilder and dem
ocratic politician.'- - was arialamnr? in
,wiux nere toaay to stana frlai on a
La '
inhnr&a fit'' accanln
t
--

-

!

t;

A Function. Greatly Assisted
By

a

Well-Know-

n

Remedy.

J

eritt, chief engineer of the Southern
New England Telephone company.
The alleged assault occurred late
one night in last October. Mr. Ever- itt was walking from the railway sta
tion to his home when he was knock
ed unconscious by a blow from be
hind. He suffered concussion of the
brain and lay dangerously ill
for
weeks.

feSl
Most readers will he IntcrPHteit to more
unrjwBiHna wny analysis of urine is
cinmy
o linjiortant.
In the use of S. S. 8. to
purify the blood, Its action is a stimulant
to Hie myriad of fine blood vessels that
make tip tho const motive tissues of the
kMnoye. All the blood from all over the
body must pass through the kidneys. They
set as testers and assayers. And according
to what they allow to pass out in the urine,
both us to quantity and materials, the
heiilfh of the kidneys and the quality of the
Mood is determined.
The catalytic energy
fon-eis shown in' the tirine.
by S. H.
It Is also demonstrated in the skin. And
aw the blood continues
to sweep through
the kidneys the dominating nature
of
H. K.,
l.
acting as it does through all the
avenues o( elimination, shows a marked
decrease of disease manifestations as demonstrated by urine analysis.
Tills assistance is a great relief to the. kidneys. The
body wastes are more evenly distributed to
the emunctortes ; their elimination is stimulated by the tonie action afforded the
liver. lungs, skin and kidneys.
Thus, ta
cases

V

of rheumatism, cystitis, chronic sore
huskiness of voice, bronchitis, asthma and the myriad of other
reflex indications of weak kidney action, first purify
your blood with 8. 8. 8., no it will enable
the tissues to rebuild the cellular
strength
and regain the n nal health.
H. S. 8. Is
by The Pwift Specific
prepared
Co.,
Swift I'.lds., Atlanta, tin., and if
you have any
or olwtisuUe bloo-te.,.jbie write to tlieir Medical Dept. for
free advice.
tin-oa-

THE "SEVCN HAPPY YOUNGSTERS"
"Seven Happy Youngster" will l),Tbe company will appear in a musiat tlia Browse theater tonWvt and wll! cal comedy called "School Days."
i!d'3avor to make a hundred times There will be plenty of singing, danctheir b umber of other yonnKsier Pa4 ing and comedy. The show will be
'growmips jtist 88 happy as tVy we. given tonight and tomorrow night.
-

m
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Among the Indications of threatened
Lung Trouble are a continued cough,
fever and night sweats. A change of climate, often helps, but it seems that something more Is needed to stop the cougb.
and sweats and arrest the progress of disease.
Kckrnan's Alterative, after many
years of use,;is known to be most beneficial In bringing about relief, in many
cases complete recoveries.
Investigate
Schell City, Mo.
this case:
I
had
a
terrible
cougb,
(eutlemen:
sweats and pleurisy In my luugs.
nigbt
A man who heard me coughing advised
me to take your Alterative, f paid no
attention to him then. I got so bad
the doctor said I should go to Wyoming.
I did, and when I got there I steadily
grew worse. Then I remembered what
bad been told me about your medicine.
I began taking It, with no faith whatever,
but before I bad taken three
bottles, I could eat anything. Fever and
night-sweat- s
stopped and for over a year
I have been well and la better health
than I ever was."
W. P. BOMAR.
(Affidavit).
abbreviated; more on request.)
iAbove
Sckman'g Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efticacloug
for severe Throat tnd Lung Affections,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and in upbuilding
the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or hablt-formldrugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Pa., for evilaboratory, Philadelphia,
dence. For sale by all leading drugglata
and E. G. Murphey and Red Cross

At first there seemed to be no clue
to the identity of the assailant Detectives who were put to work on the
case finally learned that on the night
of the assault a number of students
of the Sheffield Scientific school had
engaged in a wild celebration. Earlier in the evening the students had
given a banquet at a local hotel in
honor of Gertrude Hoffman, the dancer, who had been filling an engagement at one of the theaters.
After leavine the banquet the stu
dents proceeded home in a very bois
terous condition. On their way they
found several heavy bolts used in
building construction, some of these
bolts were hurled through windows
and doors bv the riotous students and
it is said that one of them, nearly a
loot in length, was used in tho atfack
on Ev eritt.
The
detectives finally learned
of
the affair to face young
enough
Nixon with the charge. Nixon, according to the detectives, frankly" admitted his share in me attack.
v

WATCH OUR
WINDOWS

South SidoFlaja

Established 18tt

Bargain
aturday
Here are Special Bargains for Saturday In additiou to the many
we are
in our Easter Sale. Loolc them over there's certainly
something In the list you heed.

These Items for Cash Only

Drug company.
44

inch all wool Oak Serge

and red.

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

Regular

No Telephone Orders

Inch Serge 59c Yd.

75c-4- 0

in the following colors blue, brown,

75c.

,

Bargain Saturday 59c Yard

Santa Fe, April 10. Mrs. Culberson,
;
county superintendent 'for Roosevelt
Will Attend Congress
New Mexico will be represented at county, today reported to the state

the Third International Mothers' congress at Washington, D. C, convening
on April 22, at Washington, by Mrs.
. M. Howe
of Raton; Mrs, A. A.
Jones of East Las Vegas; Mrs. A. B.
Fall of Three Rivers; Mrs. Nathan
Jaffa of Roswell and Mrs. H. B. Fer-gussori. of Albuquerque, who were appointed by Governor McDonald.

c

Laa VcasloodinStoro

Luag TrosMe

12ic Fancy Crepes and Voiles 9c
hese are very desirable for light sumer dresses;
grounds printed In delicate blues, pinks, etc.

department of education that Taiban
haa voted 'bonds for a new school

Yd.

Mostly white

building.

Bargain Saturday 9c Yard
L. Bradford Prince to
day filed with the department of education an application for $350 state
aid to remodel the school house in
district No. 7, Rio Arriba county. The
Undoubtedly you'll meed new Silk Hose to match your Easter
structure to an old building at first
These are pure silk with lisle garter tops. Here's the shades:
gown.
rented and later bought from Andres
tangerine, taupe, sky, champagne, navy, mahogany, pink, gold, emSalazar near Oliamlta.
erald and black. Never sold for less than $1.25.
Rio Arriba county today reported
that its school bonded indebtedness
Bargain Saturday 98c Pair
amounts to $713.25. The reports of
Santa Fe, Colfax, Valencia and Sierra
Counties are still outstanding.
Tax Reports Received
Four mora counties- making 16 in
These are good quality white ribbed unions, with hold fast
all thus far, reported their March tax"
shoulder straps. Spring weight, neatly finished, in white only.
collections. Bernalillo county took In
$3,337.36 of 1913 taxes; $352.99 of 1912
t
Bargain Saturday 45c
taxes; $58.64 of 1911 taxes, and
$260.89 of 1910 and prior taxes.
The
poorest showing was made by San
doval county which collected only
These are first quality Berlin gloves, two clasps, in white or
$136.17 of 1913 taxes; $34.25 of 1912
black.
The new tariff law makes these possible for
taxes; $6,35 of 1911 taxes, and $36.2
of 1910 and prior taxes-San Juan
Bargain Saturday 25c Pair
of 1913
$1,160.91
county collected
taxes; $2,215.38 of 1912 taxes; $121.09
of 1911 taxes, and $112.46 of 1910 and
prior taxes. Curry county collected
$3,145.72 of 1913 taxes; - $812.48 of
Here's a good item in inexpensive Street Dresses. Made of
1912 taxes; $109.26 of 1911 taxes, and
good quality linene in blues, pinks, tans and! white. All are neatly
r
$45.06 of 1910 and
taxes.
trimmed. Regular $2.50.
State Treasurer O. N. Marron today
received $956.84 from San Juan coun
Bargain Saturday $1.98
ty; $16.67 from Sandoval county and
$3.25 for the game protection fund.
Final Argument Made
In the federal court before Judge
Because ot the bad storm Wednesday we are going to give you
William H. pope Attorney A. B. Renr
another chance to buy high grade Hair Nets at this price. Come in
eban this afternoon made his argu
i
all shades each with an elastic band.
ments in the Las Palomas land case
Yesterday afternoon Attorney George
Bargain Saturday 25c Dozen
S. .Miller of the famous firm of Miller,
Starr, Packard and Peckham, argued
the casts. He Is a brother of John S.
Miller and with him appeared in a
and the attorney general was directed
Must Have Certificates
number of Ibig cases of the Standard
to file a motion to quash the writ in
ConV.
John
County Superintendent
Oil and other great corporations that
.to bring up the issue squarely.
order
to
the
way today sent out a circular
drew nationwide attention.
waa sentenced April 18,
Vichiarelll
school
directors
announcing
country
Postoffice Discontinued
murder
1913,
anI is serving his
for,
Postmaster John rflueger was of that next year no teacher can he emterm
in
the
His senpenitentiary.
Pe
Santa
school
of
in
any
ficially notified today that the post ployed
tence was for 80 to 90 years.
inwho
haa
a
county
permit,,,
merely
office at Ldyd, Quay cotunty, has been
discontinued. The mail addressed to stead of a certificate, ;. He also preWhy It Suits Particular People
Loyd' will be een-- to Norton In the dicted that the legislature will provide
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
seven
months
minimum
term of
for a
future.
and Insists that the poll tax must be is prompt and effective for coughs,
collected from levery one subject to it. colda, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
The date for the county Institute waa coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "PolT
set beginning June 1.
ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
Will Train Children
"A cook stove, a sewing machine tickling throat and stops the cougb
with no bad after effect. It contains
and, a manual training bench in, every
rural school room," is the slogan of no opiates and' la pure. That's why
Blotches on Neck and Shoulders, County School Superintendent Joan V, it stiita particular people. O. G.
Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Also on Face.
"
Rough and Scaly, Conway and he ia seciuring bids to Adv.
'
carry this program Into effect at once,
Lost Much Sleep. Cuticura
Soap
and Ointment Proved PerfectCure. having received the authorization ot
r
TO DEDICATE MEMORIAL
every board of school directors in the
10. ArrangeAugusta,
Ga.,
April
county for that purpose. The equip" My eczema
Dryden, Ore.
began by
ment will be of the most modern type. ments have been completed for the
forming small blotches over my neck and
dedication of the memorial bridge
mso
on
ouuumera,
my tace ana later became
Bankrupt Is Discharged
of the late Marough and scaly. First it
In
federal court Charles H. erected here in honor
appeared In blotches, then
who was a
W.
Butt,
Archibald
it came in pimples and Weaver of Las Vegas filed a petition jor
The dedication
this
native
of
city.
It
lastly
appeared In a sort for discharge In the bankruptcy diviswhich
of a rash. It Itched and
ion. Judge Pope set May 18 for the will take place next Tuesday,
burned so terribly that I
of the
second
will
anniversary
the
be
final hearing before Referee Chester
scratched it and mado sores.
the Titanic, of which Major
of
sinking
H.
Hunker
at
Las
more
Irritated
Vegas.. Five
My clothing
my
heroes.
The
The eczema disbody.
indictments were returned today by Butt was one of the
at the dedication t
figured m v fn.cn Vro miinh
speaker
principal
federal
the
grand jury.
and Itched so that I lost much sleep and
exercises will be former President
Writ of Error Granted
couldn't work while it lasted.
close friend of the deceased,
"I used many medicines but none of them
The state supreme
ourt today Taft,
took any effect. The disease lasted nearly
whom
and
Major Butt served as pergranted a writ of error to Catron and
two months before I used Cuticura Soap
aid.
sonal
Catron
in the case of the State vs.
and Ointment. 1 first washed with the Cuticura Soap, then applied tho Outlcura
George Vtchiarelli.
This means an
Ointment to the parts affected. The Cuti5U
test
case
on
a point of pro
important
cura Soap and Ointment gave me much
cedure
and
constitutional
has
law. It
relief within two, weeks and they
proved a
perfect cure in a month." (Signed) J. O. been maintained tfhus far that a writ
Corlett, Nov. IB, 1912.
of error cannot be granted in a crimi
For red, rough, chapped and blooding
nal case. If an appeal Isi taken It miust i senilis
hands, Itching, burning palms, and painful
be durng the same term of court In
flngfsr-enwith shapeless nails, a
Cuticura treatment works wonders. Soak which the convicted man is sentenced,
B 4
Jj
hands, on retiring. In hot water and Cuticura
while in civil cases a year is allowed
The one medicine you can depend
Soap. Dry, anoint with Outlcura Ointment
on in emergencies. As a household
and wear soft bandaRes or old, loose gloves both for writ of error or appeal. In
remedy it is indispensable. No hnme
a
the
to
order
teat the question whether
during
night. Cuticura Soap and Ointshould be Without a bottle. Sold by
ment sold everywhere,
gnmpte of eacli
writ of error cannot be granted in most druggists, grocers and
,
.
mailed free, with
fildrt Book. Address
criminal cases: and whether a year $1.00. To prevent possible riMliug ;
d
"Cuticura, Dent, T, Boston."
tsuitla
is
when
j
empty, break it
shall not he allowed C. for appeal in
AWMon who shave and shampoo with CuThe Duffy Malt Whlskm, Co.,
N. Y, '
ticura Soap will find it bost to- skin and scalp. criminal cases the writ was granted
::
:u:!?iQatttMEMKBUiaiii&L

$1.25 Phoenix Silk Hose 98c

Women's 65c Union Suits 45c

'

16 Button Lisle Gloves 25c Pr.

:

$2.50 Linene Dresses $1.98

ra-io-

10c Invisible Hair Nets 25c Doz.

'

'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SWEDEN

DEFENSE
PARLIAMENT IS EXPECTED
TO PROVIDE INCREASES
TO THE NAVY
...
;

10.

Stockholm,

Preparations

There is a Mild Laxative That Will
Bring Safe and Pleasant Relief
Over Night
It is only natural that the simplest
of ailments should be the most general, and so we have a whole nation
suffering from constipation and indigestion, for they are closely allied.
But common as constipation is many
people do not seem to know they
have it. They will complain of headache, drowsiness or biliousness, all
unconscious of the cause of the trou
ble.
You. should have a full
and free
movement at least once a day. If
you pass a day you are constipated
and the result will be that you will
catch a cold easily or have a more serious ailment. To cure the constipation and forestall still graver trouble
take a dose of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin at night before retiring and by
morning relief will come, without dis
turbance from sleep or any inconveni

April
for the election of a new Swedish, parliament are in full ewing with a tremendous wave of ipopular clamor for
a stronger national defense aroused
fcy fears of Russian aggression. Two
parties conservatives and liberals
make this the dominant Issue of the
campaign but beneath, this Is a 'question deemed by socialists as even
more pregnant with immediate consequences thaa the possibility of Invasion. It is declared In some quarters
that the Icing's crown is at stake.
The point is that while the demand
for .stronger national defense has
stirred the whole nation, some classes ence.
Legions of people use it regularly
are apparently still more concerned In
defending themselves against an ex- In such emergencies, some of them
cessive exercise of power by their formerly chronic invalids who had
suffered from constipation all their
King Gustave V.
The crisis on this point was brought lives. Mrs. N. Frantz, 67 Eighth St.,
about by the king's speech to a throng Salem, Ohio, took, physics for years
of 30,000 peasants who gathered In and, worst of all, without much avail,
Stockholm from all parts of the coun- Finally, she began to take Dr. Caldtry on February 6 as a demonstration well's Syrup Pepsin and today she is
in favor of increased armaments. The no longer troubled and eats what she
king told the peasants that the prob- likes. Many others will tell you that
lem of defense was one which must be they have tried most things recomeolved without loss of time, and on mended for
purpose but have
that point he would not yield.
The king's speech was made in the
"On the solution of this question,
face of warnings from tlie crown
so vital for this nation, depends the
inand
Prince,
and,
Charles,
prince
deed, from a number of conservative possibility of preserving our liberty
and liberal party leaders. The queen and independence and defending our
and some of the king's, personal neutrality."
The proposals dj not differ greatly
friends, however, advised his majesty
to make the speech as originally from the program of the liberals. The
1rawn up, and their counsels prevail- - j socialists, however, are not only de
manding a reduction of expenditures
ed.
The ministers forthwith resigned. for army and navy, but have definite'decided to. make the establishment
They contended that as a constitu- ly
a republic a plank in their platof
not
should
tional monarch the king
make political speeches without as- form. The conservatives are drawing
of the king into their concertaining if the cabinet approved of the person
then! The king replied: "I cannot test and, .the fight is plainly between
agree to this; I will not deprive my- the crown, represented by them, and
self of the right to speak without' per the other two parties.
Socialist assertions that King Gusstraint to the Swedish people," ,
tave assumed powers not granted by
inwas
Dr. Knut Hammarskjoeld
from him
vited to form a new cabinet with him- the constitution, have drawn
the
declaration:
following
self as premier and minister of war,
"I declare that every desire and efbut as his adherents were in the. mi
fort
in the d.irection of personal regal
nority in the second chamber there t
was no chance of the defense hill be- power has been, is, and will be, alien
to mte. I have hitherto performed my
coming law.
duties in accordance with the
Parliament therefore was dissolved, royal
order
and spirit of the fundamental
and the issue placed before the peolaw and in fidelity to mfir device:
whole
is
the
that
ple. The result
'With the
for the fatherland.'
country Is torn with, the question of I never willpeople from
my determidepart
militarism and the constitutionalism.
too."
ta
to
so
nation
io
the
future,
Thei riksdag Just dissolved consisted of 101 liberalsi, 65 conservatives and
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
04 social democrats.
BROMO QUIis LAXATIVE
That
The defense proposal upon which
E.
the king and his cabinet will ask the NINE. Look for the signature of
Cold in One Day,
a
Cures
GROVE.
W.
support of, the voters are, according
to minutes of the cabinet meeting, as Cures Grip In Two Days. 25c.
follows:
"For army drill there will be 250
PARSON'S PICTURES
days and three training iperiods each
30 days
Students and! similar persons are to serve a longer time, but
REVEAL NEW BEAUTIES
no more fhn 500 days.
"The naviy- is. to consist of two diMAKE SANTA FE FOLK
visions, each composed of' four ar- THEY
REALIZE THEIR CITY HAS,
moured phips, four divisions of dePRETTY PLACES
stroyers, each of four ships, and two
An aerodivisions of submarines.
; Santa Fe, April
Parsons,
nautic fleet i to be organized.
"The expenses will be paid by & the New York landscape artist, today
made an exhibit of ten canvasses
progressive defense tax on. big
to
and incomes, which is
be set painted by him In Santa Fe and to be
sent on Monday, to New York to be
aside solely for military purposes."
The minutes concluded with the fol- hung in the Thumb Box exhibit of
the Salmagundi Club,' which annually
lowing declaration by the king:
.
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of Health Club Baking Fow

M

Cakes,

Waffles or Muffins tor any tina
homo baking in fact you'll
find Health Club to be the
Birongebt, purest and most
economical Baking Powder ob
tainable at any price.
Order a trial can today for tomorrow's baking then juda.
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found Syrup Pepsin the only one always reliable, A bottle can ibe obtained ,at any drug store for fifty
cents or one dollar, the latter size being bought by families already familiar with its merits.
Syrup Pepsin is mild, pleasant-tastinand
Mothers give it
to tiny infants, and yet it is effective
in grownups. It is for everyone who
suffers from any form of stomach, liver or bowel trouble, constipations dys
pepsia, biliousness, etc.. Its action will
so delight you that you will forever
avoid harsh cathartics,
purgatives,
pills and salts.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
PRINCIPAL BEHIND
Washington, 'St., Monticello, 111. A LEFT THE
postal card with your name and adBurial Party Entirely Forgot the Most
dress on it will do.
Important Part of the
.'
Funeral Cortege.
600
800
to
refoe
to
caavasses
brings
Tn thui northerner, only an v en
viewed by New York art lovers.: Mr,
feebled imagination turns in dismay
Parsons has been beautifully success- from the story of the family,, wno
ful in catching the New Mexico atmo- having lost their nearest relative, presphere, sunshine, cloud effects, moun- pared to bury hiin with a due accom
tains and adobes. Each picture is a paniment of lamentations and baked
meats.
All was prepared, with the
gem and the visitor returns to gaze
certain subdued festivity that marks
and gaze again to wonder at that In such occasions In the north, ine
definable beauty which makes its uni- churchvard was some miles away, and
versal appeal and the striking New it was agreed that the whole family,
Mexico spirit that throws a glamor toeether With the coffin, were to be
over each scene, spots familiar to conveyed to the "burying" in a large
'bus.
By degrees the 'bus beSanta Feans suddenly assume a halo hired
to "play lead" in the imagina
gan
of beauty and romance such as they
tions of all concerned.
had not possessed before until transIt. usuroed the principal place in the
formed by the illumining touch of ge- coming drama, to the exclusion of the
nius. The massive mountains assume rightful player of the part. When
a new glory, the yellow streets lose the eventful day arrived the family
themselves within its
their sordid poverty, the Lombardy bestowedin splendid,
if solemn, triumph.
poplars become beacons of transcendThe vehicle moved away, and had
ent beauty, the bare hillside an em proceeded a little distance down tha
blem of eternal splendor. No one af road when Its progress was checked
ter seeing the picture of the bend. In by the head'pursuit of me famuy
Guadalupe street, will ever pass down servant, wavu.: and calling incoher
she overthat way again without seeing new ently. Hurrying and gasping
mourners, and
took
, the
surprised
beauties. It Is New Mexico, it is true, then her errand was revealed in the
but it is also Italy. No one can look pithy sentences, "Yo mun turn back!
at that clump of adobes nestling on Yo've forgotten th' corpse!"
the slope of Fort Marcy without go
And so, it appeared, they had. Lon
don
new
a
sur
to
take
out
that
way
ing
vey, in order to discover the wonder
French Oyster Beds Threatened.
that had eluded him neretofore. And
Portuguese oysters, which, accordthus one canvass after another, most
ing to zoologists, do not even belong
ly in sunlit yellows and browns, but to
the properly called specios of oyshere and there with a transfiguring
but to the grypbaea species, are
ters,
splash of color and with nearly al- threatening to Invade the French oysways the majestic mountains lifting ter beds, and inasmuch as they are
their heads in splendor, or with the not the edible dish which the Freeh
indescribable shadows that accentuate oyster makes there is regret at the
the sunshine that pervades each pic prospect The more robust Portuguese
some time ago supplanted the
ture, even to ,tho clouds, Then here oysters
native oysters in the region of Arca-cho- n
Is there, a touch of realism, almost
and are likewise attacking the
startling, like that of the "Red Gate," Marennes oysters that are so highly
and the "Blue House," which recall appreciated. At first It was thought
Austria and yet are New Mexico, more the danger was limited, as It was besouthern gryphaea could
typical perhaps than anything else lieved the acclimatized
on the Britnot
become
that might be painted. The exhibit
coasts.
Now, however, It has
tany
will be uip until Sunday evening, when been shown that the Portuguese oysIt will be packed.
ters can very well live on the BritThus Santa Fe art lovers again tany coMts and they era threatening
have the privilege of viewing and to gradually take the place of the
of Caucale 'that have a much
studying the production of a master oyster taste and are more
appreciated.
better
York.
New
in
the
before
great public
Soon, some 50 canvasses of Donald
Could Not Enforce Uniform.
Beauregard painted in Munich and
1868 the formation was attempted
In
Paris as well. as here in Santa Fe, are
in London of a league of housewives
are to be exhibited In the historic
pledged to engage only servants who
reception room of the palace.
would undertake to wear a uniform.
A typical incident occurred today In the preliminary manifesto It was
when Francisco Gomez, a Taos In also proposed to prohibit servants
such as
dian, who Is attending federal court, from wearing "superfluities,buckles oi
brooches,
feathers,
flowers,
discovered himself hanging on the
clasps, earrings, lockets, neck ribbons,
wall of the reception room. He could and
velvets, kid gloves, sashes, jackets,
hardly tear himself away from the Garibaldis, trimmings on dresses,
fine picture of an Indian head pre- crinolines or steel of any kind. "On
sented to the New Miexteo museum by her Sunday out a servant was to as
col
the great Indian artist J. H. Sharp and sume "a neat alpaca dress, linenblack
black
apron,
cuffs,
and
lars
for which Gomez had posed years ago.
shawl, straw bonnet bound round with
It is a study of fine dignity and an ribbons, thread or cotton gloves, small
impressive character study that, must cotton1 umbrella to keep off the sun
be classed as one of the best of the and rain." The costume was- to be
a
many fine canvasses by Sharp ; V diversified in cold weather by
dress and a .shepherd's plaid
schem
shawl. This extraordinary
found very few supporters and had tc
Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold be abandoned.
When you have a cold you want
the best medicine obtainable so as to
Patrick Henry's Great Speech.
get rid of it with the least possible dePatrick Henry's Immortal speech,
lay. There are many who consider in which he used the words "Give me
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur- liberty or give me death," was delivold
passed. Mr. J, Boroff, Elida, Ohio, ered not at Williamsburg, but ta
church at Richmond, b
John's
St.
"Ever
Ruth
since
says,
my daughter
fore the essembly of the second VirWfia cured of a severe cold and cough
convention of delegates, in
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two ginian
The famous speech
March, 1775.
vears ago, I have felt kindly disposed was not written, and aB shorthand reporters were somewhat scarce ott
so
I
of
know
those days, we have only snatches
nothing
preparation.,
quick to relieve a cough or cure a the great oration, which immortalize!
on ar.
cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv. Ilunry and net the colonics
g
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When some of our editorial friends
around the country were gunning for
us, they spoke scornfully because the
editor of this erudite weekly said "you
are a man who do" instead of "a man
who does," we came back at them with
quotations from Carlyle, Longfellow
and Macaulay. As some have not been
satisfied with these writers, we now
offer them II Chronicles, 20:7:
"Art thou not our God, who didst
drive out the inhabitants of this land
before thy people Israel, and gavest it
to the seed of Abraham thy friend forever?"
Probably most of them will admit
that the King James' version of the
Bible is written in fairly good English.
The Brooklyn Eagle calls our construction "Damaged Goods In English." It
observes that the third person is closer
to the pronoun and hence the ar to
the ear when the verb comes along
In the second person. However, it
admits that the personal pronoun 1ms
in this instance for antecedent a choice
of subjects, one in the second and one
in the third person. It seems that we
are free to use our own ear and find
out whether It Is jarred or not. As a
matter of fact, it is not a matter of ear
so much as of visual imagination that
caused us to choose the form that
raises the image of the person spoken
to instead of the indistinct image of
a man in general, and when it comes
to ear and visual imagination the
Bible, Carlyle, Macaulay and Longfellow can probably stagger along.
Harper's Weekly.
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Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots
How to Remove Easily
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
to try a remedy for freckles with the
guarantee of a reliable dealer that it
will not cost you a penny unless it removes the freckles: while if it does
give you a clear complexion the expense la trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othine
double strength from any druggist and
a few applications' should show you
how easy it ia to rid yourself of the
homely freckles and get a beautiful
complexion. Rarely la more than one
ounce needed for the worst case.
Be sure to ask the' druggist for the
double 'strength othine as this ifl the
prescription sold under guarantee of
money back if it fails to remove
freckles. '

B'i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,GG0.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of, service

.
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OBSERVANCE OF. GOOD 'FRIDAY
New York, April
Good

Friday, with its' impressive services
in the Episcopal and Roman Catholic
churches, closed the penitential sear
son which precedes the great Chris-tio- n
festival and holiday of Easter.
Old Trinity and St, Pauls' chapel in
Broadway, St Patrick's cathedral in
Fifth avenue and other of the leading
churches were thronged for the special services and the notable program's
of religious music which accompanied
them. In addition to the church services the observance of the day was
marked by a closing of tho public
Bchools the banks ana the leading exchanges.
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MOST HEAjT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Why suffer from rheumatism, when
relief may be had at so small a cost?
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
"I have ibeen subject to attacks of
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
tdniment always relieves me Immediately, and I take pleasure in recommending it to others." 25 and 50
cent bottles. For sale by all dealers.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

Adv.
FRIDAY

GOOD

IN

CHICAGO

April 10. The closing of
the banks, the board of trade and
tho stock exchange marked the ob
servance of Good Frldayi in Chicago.
Special services were held In the Catholic churches and m many Protestant churches, with special observance
of the hours between 12 and 3 o'clock
'
iii the afternoon.
Chicago,

;:

.

,bT

:

Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
Whooping cough is about everywhere. Measles and scarlet fever al
most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. I. C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had severe attacks of whooping cough,' and a veiy few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great relief.": O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
'
Drug Store Adv.

Gross, Kelly. 8 Co.
Sole Agents

Reliable Foley's Honey and Tar ComATTOKXEY8
HOLY WEEK IN ROME
pound
Rome, April 10. The number of visHUNKER A HUNKEflt
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
itors now in Rome for the Holy Week
celebration has seldom been exceed-e- r Honey ana Tar Compound it is a George A, Hun it er, Chester A.
Attorney-at-LaIn recent years. All nationalities reliable medicine for coughs,' colds,
I'aw
are represented In the throngs of pil croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and. Urn Vegas,
are
weaken
which
la
igrippo
cough3,
grims and sightseers that flllthe city.

At the Good Friday services today the
various churches were taxed to their
utmost capacity to accommodate the
crowds that sought admittance.;

ing to the system.

It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoarseness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
breathing.,- O. G. Scihaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

But
Sterns

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any
moderata pth'w

t

Room 1, Center Block. Office Fnon
Stomach Trouble Cured.
Main SSI. Residence Fh.ne 3C..:j in.
iMrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladies
E&ftt Lu Togas, New f..'ci:.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
writes, "For eomo time I Buffered
from stomach trouble. I would have General Massage, Hair, and Scalp
MONUMENT CO
sour stomach and feel bloated after
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
Albuquerguo, N. M.
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
215 B. Central
Steam Laundry Building
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak- ,
128
23
Years
cured."
was
I
two
them
Practical Ewrrenr.
bottles
Phone
of
Vegas
ing
w. w. Bovrr":!,
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. e. a. jones
For sale by all dealers Adv.
;
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Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis. Vice President.
Halict RaynokK Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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der will do all that you could expect any baking powder to do no
matter what its price.

For Pies, Biscuits,

f

f
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AND THE BIBLE

Magazine Cites Authorities in Defense
of Grammar for Which It
Was Criticized.

FOR A BETTER

NEW

NEWSPAPERS

)W JuO UVGPGBH2Q;

APRIL

FRIDAY,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

FOUR
So we would Admonish the Kev.
Watts to cheep up '.and take courage
and gird himself, for the fray and to
be a little jnore careful about giving
a correct impression of the southeast
quarter of New Mexico to the geneiul
public Santa Fe New Mexican.

APRIL

FRIDAY,

10,

ed.
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f

1879
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TO WORK BY

NO

FLIES WERE

:
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CO.

HEARING

(Incorporated)

PREFER HONEY HOUSE HERE

'

: DAY

DEFERRED

Washington, April 1U. Hearings
the senate canals "committee on
the repeal of the Panama tolls exemption were postponed today until
:
probably Monday. ...
At that itime several senators who
have proposed substitutes for the
Sims bill will urge their plans, and E.
T. Chamberlain,, commissioner of,..jra?
vigatlon, and Judge Thomas Burk-- e
member of the Seattle, chamber of
commerce also may appear.
The committee's decision to postpone hearings arose from the fact
that representatives of Pacific coast
commercial bodies who. wish ,t.o present arguments cannot arrive for several days.

SEE

he-fo-

U.

M.

PASGETT..

.Editor.

ROAD COMMISSION ASKS
THAT
HIGHWAY TAX: BE PAID IN
REAL CASH

The collection of road tax for this
'
year has begun, and, in accordance
Entersat the postoffice at East
With the state laws, the citizens are
Cas Vegas, New Mexico tor transallowed one of two methods- - In which
mission tbroigli the United States
to pay. One is by the usual method
fs&Ha
tecond class matter.
of forking ,qver the,; cash and the pth- er Js' to send Or furnish a man' who
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
i)
can,; Hjjcfijfciit'tfie amount ofithe'tax
'
on jtibft. centy h!ghways,
Daily, by Carrier
Due to the fact that the road comPer Copy
.$ .05
.15
One Week
mission of this county is working pn
.65
One Monti.
a progressive basis" and is accomplish-- '
:
One Tear -... 7.50
ing results such as have not been realized before, the method of sending a
Daily, by Mail
CONFERENCE OF EDUCATORS
C.OO
One Yew (In advance)
Iowa City, la., April 10. The an- man to work out the necessary tax
3.00 nual convention of the Classical As111
Ei Month (in advance)
be a hindrance rather than a
7.00 sociation of the Middle West
Oae Year (In arrears)....
and practical
benefit, according to the
3.75 South
Six Montij (in arrears)
began today at the State uni- commission. .. v j ..
At the present time the road work
versity of Iowa and will continue in
session over tomorrow. Educators that must be done is in districts sev--j
.WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
from many universities, colleges and eral miles from the city. In order to
GROWER
One Year
$2.00 high echo! a are taking part in the pro use men sent to. work out the road
tax, and realize any measure of suc1.00 gram.
6U Montti
cess, the road commission must transport them to the piace where the
'
(Ch In Advance for Mail
work Is being done 'and again in the
Subscriptions.)
evening bring them back to the city.
Remit fcy check, draft or money
cause an additional ex
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
OFF THE STRIKE This would
work of the men would
the
and
pense
e responsible for loss.
not be efficient, as probably two hours
Sj?oc3iaen copies free on application.
the
VOTE IS BEING of work would be lost transporting
REFERENDUM
forth.
and
men
back
BY
TAKEN
THE COPPER
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
The road commission believes that
DIGGERS' UNION
EXPIRATION OF
the citizens should bear this in mind
PAID FOR
their road tax and
Calumet, Mufi. April. 10. Copper when considering
declares
the
that
Taxpayers will obcountry locals oi?Uie Western Federavalue
for their money
real
more
tain
Advertisers are guaranteed the tion of Miners today decided to take
instead of sending
cash
of
by
paying
on
the
vote
referendum
a
question
tiwgest daily and weekly circulation
f any newspaper ia northern New calling off the strike,. which has been men to work out the tax.
Much of the road work requires maMexico.
waged here since July 23, 1913. The
vote will be taken next Sunday and sonry and the use of materials that
hauled
its result announced on the following must either be purchased or
TELEPHONES
wnsrnns. This is an expense to
hv
day.
Business Office
Main 2
must be
The action of the locals resulted the commission and money
News Department
Main 2
from reports of the district officers, ibtained for such work.
In the past several months the
which were submitted to five meet
commission has accomplished exroad
ings held in various parts of the strike
FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 1914.
road work.
district. It was said that the district cellent results in practical
Las Vegas
to
Watrous
from
road
The
officers informed the men that- - no
WATTS THE MATTER
and
(
more concessions could be expected has been made la speedy highway
road,
this
on
done
is
work
now
being
The Rev. V. B. Watts told the New from the mining companies. It was
will make
r.ommeted.
also stated that the union rauk and
Mexico Seventh Day Adventist
high
the
of
that part
at Keene, Tex., some interest-ni- g file was told that the companies have
stretches in the
best
the
one
of
way
things about New Mexico. Among inaugurated a substantial eight-hou'
.
state.
ther things he Informed tie assembl- day and have arranged to hear grievthis city and Romreoville
eBtween
ed con ven tinn .that New Mexico be- ances once each week.
the work has been equally as well
tween the Rio Grande
Recognition of the union, they said, Anna
the Pecos
nridees have been built to
river consists chiefly of prairie dog was steadfastly refused. It was re
the road at flood seasons
maintain
awns, with occasionally a loping ported that some of the union mem- - when
usually the highways are ruined
oyofce or an eloping- jackrabbit fur bers criticised the officers
for not
road has been formed which
new
A
Tishiug a fleeting touch of life to the I proposing the referendum a month
- Tlreary
will straighten the route and elimin
waste,; He Implied strongly ago when there was a better cnance ate Jia tinmberless curves. Numerous
that there
little real civilization of their obtaining work.
other nieces of work have been done,
in. the atate are in the Pecos
region
which indicate the progressiveness of
a. statement which, while immensely
"Has My Approval," Moyer
community.
the
flattering to the pecos country we be-- Denver, Colo., April 10. "The ac
Mora-La- s
Vegas road, has been
The
vieve hardly does exact justice to the tion of the Michigan- - locals of the
and work is
considerably
repaired
remainder of the state. Mexicans and Western Federation
pf Miners to take still being done on this highway,
Indiana compose the bulk of the pop- - a referenum vote ion, the
question of
a business proposition for
uiation, Ihe intimated, ajjjd other simi ending the strike meets with the en which is
men in that It
lar handicaps have made difficult the tire approval of, the federation offi Ias Vegas business to this city on
draws the freighters
Twork of spreading the Seventh
Day cers, declared. Charles H. Moyer to
account of easy hauling.
gospel through the desert.
been
day. He. continued:
In many other places work has
For a conference president the
The members of the local decided
mat
the
taxpayers
convince
to
done
Reverend V. 13. hardly eeems Jo know to call
the strike y a referendum the commission is doing good work.
.(Watts Wat It is true there are prairie vote.
The officers and general fed
uogs,coyoies ana wiKraDDits between eration merely went to their assistthe Rio Grande and the Pecos; but ance and have done
best they
FLORIDA CROPS RUINED
ttere are other things. There are some could in its conduct If the
the men wish Ocala, Fla,, April 10. Hail and wind
frmall settlements, not altogether
to end the strike, accepting the eight-hou- r
fall
storms, accompanied by a sharp
by prairie dogs, known as
day. and wage increase, two of in temperature, last night did many
illardjl
Bvlquntalnair, Estancia.
their chief demands, and waiving the thousands of dollars damages to vedno, Moriarity, McIntosETTJucJdTTuK
question of recognition, their decision getables and citrus fruit
crops
irosa, Vaughn, Torrance, Alamogordo, will
have the approval of the general throughout central Florida. Orange
o
Cloudcrof t,
CajTlzozoC' Corona,
officers.
and melon and tomato
groves
eh, quite a number of towns
"It
vote
to
continue
however,
they
severely. Southern
suffered
fields
a.M viUage0, not to mention three or
the strike, the general federation will
where the bulk of
however,
mounFlorida,
ola
counties
f or
containing
to support them."
continue
citrus
fruits, are prothe peninsula
tain ranges, national forests, summer
'".Mr. Moyer state that the operators
a cool rain.
only
United
States sanitariums,
resorts,
duced, experienced
cattle ranches, trout Streams, rail- had advertised a minimum wage of Frost in the state was confined to
$3,00 a day. He emphasized the fact
the northwestern section, where crops
roads, fertile farms, pumping plants,
the members of the locals had called were not sufficiently matured to sufjpleasant homes and prosperity. The
governor lives in Carrizozo and, we the strike and had full power to pass fer materially. The neavlest loss was
it should In this Bection, which was swept by
are reliably informed that he resents on the question of whether
'
'
Mia imputation that he comes from a be continued or ended
a. storm of cyclonic proportions. Hous
town.
es were unroofed, windows broken and
dog
prairie
William E. Kelley, the new postmas- Several
It ,Iss really strange that tho presi
large orange groves destroyed.
dent of a denominational conference ter of the city of Brooklyn, Is a pio irihe melon crop In this and adjacent
should have
verlookea all these neer member of the National Associa counties, the. center of the melon belt
which
the
map of New Mexico, tion of letter earners. He Joined of Florida, is believed to be almost a
things
tewrywhere gasily available, shows the association In 1893 and after serv total loss.
conclusively Tie between the Rio ing as president of the Brooklyn lo
Cms rule and the Pecos district It ia cal was elected president of the naPOLO TEAM PRACTICES
perhaps" unfortunate tliat. he should tional organization in 1S07. He has M
New York, April 10. The .first
fcave given such a wrong Impression been at the head of the national body
practice game of the season yesterday
of the comitry at a conference pre- ever since.
at Lakewood, N. J., for candidates for
sumably attended by hundreds of men
and reports of which are being sent Mrs. Florence Keiley, the general the American team that will' defend
out by conference representatives and secretary of the National Consumers' the international polo cup against, the,
flews channels all over the country. leflBue, expresses the belief that more English challengers showed both playThere to nothing discouraging ia the
'.are employed in dangerous ers and ponies in excellent condition.
i c
t rtween the Ilio occupations now than 30 years ago.
r
Harry Payne Whitney, captain of the
"
' f t .1 f c T(
famous "Big : Four,"., the team that
There la, on
e- coat,
end ferti'o anil
The International Association of brought the cup from England to
ry a
for useful- - Machinists Is taking a- referendum America in 1909 and successfully detnvi tins' an 4 prolitm fte-l1 1. r r
t n
of thousands of voie of the entire membership to de fended it in 1911 and 1913, was on
jd
the field to. coach and referee. J. M.
' rs li, 'i t little neck' offe the cide whether the general executive Water-burythe
ii
the selected captain for
t
converted.
be
board shall proceed with the levying
ts'o
li
f
In tue absence of and collection of the assessment for the American team this year, and
li
m !i ir even dare to the purpose of establishing a machin- Devoreaux Mllhurh, played in the
j
1
r
hi ijp convert- - ists' borne fond.
match,
i)
'
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MRS. F. SWATTER
TELLS HOW
SHE BANISHED EVERY IN.
r
SECT FROM HER HOME

f

Baby Bye, here's a fly,
''s ''
Let uS swat him, you and L(
We have been out In the yard all
morning cleaning up and among the
last things we did was to dig up the
shoots from a pesky mulberry tree we
had chopped down last summer, but
which' is1 industriously - sending up
shoots this spring, as flourishing as
can be. '
i;want to tell other women, who live
in the country and are tormented with
flies in the summer, about our fly
campaign last year and of the Joyful
freedom from the tormentors we had
'

.;!

;..;

'

"''

all 'Beason.

They used to tell u, a .long time
ago, if it wasn't for the flies we would
be swept off the face of the earth from
pestilences and other dark diseases
from the garbage which the busy uttle
fly is supposed to eat up. We never
stopped to think of the undesirAbllity
of the fly coming into the house to
wash his hands and feet and .face
over the custard pie, after a hearty
?
;!
meal from the manure pile.
I use- to admire httn ror being sttch
a clean little beast, always washing
himself, until It struck me that he
was cleaning himself right into my
dinner. When I was young we had to
run out just , before meal time and
cut a leafy branch to wave over the
table while the rest of the folks were
eatiug and shoo whole battalions from
and preserve dish'
the cream-pitcheThey thought I was terrible stylish
when I was married and insisted on
having window, and .door screens of
brilliant pink mosquito netting tacked
-

on.

But even, with the mosquito bar,
and later the wire screening, the tiles
would get too sociable. Seemed to me
sometimes they just watched for a
chance when people opened the doors
and when they found it they yelled
to the rest, "Come on, fellers, here s
and in they'd ruA in
a place,'"
swarms.
My husband use to think I was too
to other peoparticular until he'd-g- o
ple's houses and s'esptioW the files lived on intimate terms with the family,
and remembered that he could lie
down in our sitting room any afternoon and sleep for 15 minutes without
ebing disturbed by the sticky claws
of investigating flies.
Summer before last I fought them
unavailingly all summer. Towards
the end of the season I began to
6trongly suspect a big mulberry tree
that stood: at the end of the walk.
The. falling fruit lay mashed on the
ground as it ripened and the flies
buzzed about it by the thousands. We
did not care especially for mulberries. The tree was there when we
bought the place and we liked the
shade, but the fruit was a nuisance.
Some one told us once mulberries
.

,

1914.

ere fine to fatten ducks on, but we
haven't got around to raising ducks
yet and we did want to get rid of
the flies.
So down the tree came, shade and
all and our supply of flies was less
ened by several thousand.
I decided to have an organized camafpaign against the flies last season
ter the mulberry tree had vanished.
I registered every member of the fam
to
ily in the work.- Father promised
refuse
the
and
clean
keep the barns
piled up well away from the house.
Thus there was no manure heaps for
the fly eggs to be laid in. The boys
agreed to keep the yard clean and the
slop pails emptied frequently. They
scalded the pails, Vhich are of galvanized iron, every day. Plenty of
lime was kept in the outhouses.
The remainder of the battle was in
the house. I made a discovery last
summer I want to pasi on. One of
the girls was laid up for a week with
room was hard
aprained ankle and' her
to ventilate. T6 keep it fresh and
a
wholesome I sprinkled it daily with
solution of my own invention. I made
it of three parts of water and one
part formaldehyde what the druggist
To
called a "4 per cent solution."
toililac
of
a
added
I
teaspoonful
this
let water, giving it a refreshing odor.
I sprinkled it about the room through
a small quill inserted In the cork of
a pint bottle. The mixture leaves no
and it
spots on furniture or clothing
is a
and
odor
gives the room a fresh
disinfectant as well.
We noticed the flies avoided that
room. Daily we had to shoo them
from the other rooms with towels and
the
papers, but never a fly flew Into
had
formaldehyde
the
room where
been sprinkled.
So I recklessly invested in a quarliter's worth of it and a bottle or the
warm
lac toilet water. The fiercely
summer days arrived, when the flies
usually delight in crawling languidly
over everything or buzz maddeningly
in your ear just out of reach, and I
used the formaldehyde solution freely.
The girls took charge of the dining
room, the bedrooms and the parlor
and after the morning dusting and setting to rights they sprinkled the
floors and drew the blinds, heepin?
out the fierce glare of the sun.
Everybody who came to the house
remarked on the absence of flies, although the neighborhood swarmed
with them. To insure protection, fath
er bought four fly traps and kept them
about the yard, baiting them witli a
little sour milk and molasses. The
children counted seven thousand files
they caught in the four traps in cne
'

day.

Ordinarily these 7,000 flies would
have been In the kitchen, wiping off
the garms from the garbage and the
barn into our food.
I don't, believe we had two dozen
flies in our house all summer long.
The children were careful about
opening and closing noors, but the
flies did not gather on the back porch
as usual and await the grand openln
of the doors.
We haven't been able to figure out
yet whether their absence was due to
the cutting down of the mulberry tree
the care of the barnyard and the outhouses, the traps, or the use of the
formaldehyde solution. Certain It is,
however, that we had but few flies
.

last summer, although others complained as usual
Even the fall pickling and preserv
ing, which usually draws them iike a
lodestone, did not bring them out.
Father claims the' glory because he
gave them no place to lay their eggs
at the barnyard The boys declare
they are entitled to the reward
thev kent the yard clean and
lime well sprinkled. The girls say It
is due to their efforts in keeping the
house clean and dark and cool, while
I insist It was due to the absence of
the mulberries and. the use of the for
maldehyde.
Formaldehyde is a deadly polso:i of
ta- course, and great care should be
a

"-

GUSTAVE IS BETTER
Stockholm. Sweden, April 10, Ring
AT TAliPERT'S
Gustavo's condition was 'satisfactory"
today, according to the surgeons. ;wno
.'relief of
irr, ODpifdlA
operated yesterday for the
ulceration of the stomach Their huh
.
letin this morning B&lfl,
"His majesty passed; $ quiet night,
A MYSTERIOUS DEATH
sleenine three hours.' He suffered
Des Moines, Ia., April 0. Police are
some pain, however, which did. not in
terfere with the cicatrization ot tne today investigating tha death of Herwound. The king was ablei to take man B. Zimmerftian, soW'of William F.
water and tea without any ill effects." Zimmerman, frtanager f a prominent
Chicago publishing house, whose body
was found on the Rock Island railANXIOUS
WOMEN NOT
suf- road tracks here last might T&e body
Texas
10.
Tex.,
April
Dallas,
was identified today.
fragists will not ask a place on the
priin'
the
July
ticket
democratic
maries for the woman suffrage quesSAVAGE A SUICIDE
tion, according to a decision reached
News, Va., April 10. ProNewport
Asyesterday by the Equal Suffrage
fessor Henry H. Savage formerly of
sociation of Texas in convention here. Liberty, Mp., head of the Hampton
It was decided that a campaign of Woman's college near this city,, comeducation was needed before urging mitted suicide today by shooting.
submission of a state constitutional
amendment to give the women of this
AGED ACTRESS DEAD
state the! ballot.
New York, April 10. Mrs. F. A.
Tannehill, known to the stage for
FROM MISSING SHIP
as- "Nellie" Tannepelts three generations
St John, N. F., April 10. Seal missher
home
at
died
yesterday of
hill,
thought to have come from the
83
waa
years old.
paralysis;, She
ing sealing steamer Southern, Cross
were sighted today 70 miles south of
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
St. Mary's bay, by the steamer Kyle,
Kansas City, April 10. Hogs, rewhich has been searching the coast
Bulk
for a week. This is the first definite ceipts 3,500. Market strong.
packJ8.558-.65which
$8.658.70;
heavy
the
of
fate
vessel,
clew to the
was last reported off the southern ers and butchers $8.558.65; lights
coast on March 31.
$8.458.60; pigs $7.758.10.
Cattle, receipts 500. Market strong.
Prime feed Bteers $8.60:?.25; dressKNAUER KILLS SELF
New York( April 10. Edward J ed beef steers $7. 508.0;., western
steers
Knauer, a prominent attorney, once steers $6.858.60; southern
cows
President
$4.507.75; heifassociated In practice with
$6.508.10;
Chester A. Arthur, committed suicide ers $79; stockers and feeders $6.50
today at his office in Lonj Island City ,8.15; bulls $5.507; calves $6.50
by shooting. A letter addressed to his 10.50.
wife said that financial troubles and
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market 1Q
falling health had made his life no cents higher. Lambs $7.508.15;
lpnger worth living. He was 58 years yearlings $6.257.15; wethers $5.50
,
old.
6.75; ewe.5.266.40.
.
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WILL CONTINUE ALL NEXT WEEK
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BINDINGS

'

c

25c quality, per yard
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Friendship
Bracelets

10 Yards

i

1

4

WatchChains
for the Belt
Waldermar
Chains
Sautoir
Chains

10 Yards

1- -4

V

Pins

JWLT

Genuine Amoskeag
Drens Gingham

New

The

J9

Pro-gres-

f

Kewpies

'

y.i

1

Jewelry

.7
in uio uoo ui
ore oiiNrtrmv Its use should be ex
oui of
plained and the bottle, kept
.
curious
,
reach of
fingers.
Another result Of our ''swat the fly
campaign was that we had no illness
In the house all summer, aside from
the episode of the sprained ankle.
TTiiaiinii-ithnra are sore throats and
fevers and headaches galore, but with
the improved sanitary conditions we
never had better health or enjoyed
a summer more.
But I wonder If there was anything
to tbat'mulberrv.tree that drew flies.
Have any of the other readers had any
experiences with it?
.i MRS. FLY SWATTKiy
Ken
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Baking
Helps
Valuable Saigiiestlons

PERSONALS

By Mrs". Nevada Briggs, Exponent of
the Art of Baking, as taught by
Mrs, Janet McKenzie Hill
Mrs. E. W. Neal of Shoemaker came
Helpful Caka Haldnd Hints
:

in thi3 afternoon for a short visit'
here.
''.,'C: A. Johnson of Trinidad, Colo.,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today,;
JliilECl
Mound
Bias Sanchez of Wagon
came in last night for a several days'
business visit.
Mrs.' Dora Watson left this afternoon' for Albuquerque, where she will
visit 'friends for several days.
P. Pertel, a commercial man from
Pueblo, Colo., came in' last night for
a short business visit In this city.
P. B. Clarke of El Paso came in
last, night and will be a business visitor here for the next few days.
W. H. Dryden of Trinidad arrived In
Ias Vegas last nignt and will be a
business visitor here for the next few
'

.

Jays.

'

Alex Prelje'of Rlncon, N. M., came
in last night for a short business visit. He Is a well known business man
of Rlncon.
Robert Speigel, representative for
the Burton Dry Goods house of New
York, waA a business visitor In Las
'
Vegas) today.
N iwlke G. A. Richardson returned to
hisjjji&me in Roswell last night after
liatjg attended the meeting of the
statejiasylum board here yesterday.
H,';L. Shlpman cajie in last night
from hia headquarters in Albuquerque
for' a short buslneiPlim!it"?W"!'' con'
nected with the Santa Fe Railway
:

company.'

,

Always sift flour and KC Baking
Powder at least three times. The
more sifting, the lighter the cake.
Remember that! To cream but-

ter and sugar quickly, warm the
sugar slightly. Beat yolks of eggs
with rotary beater. Whip whites
of eggs with flat spoon whip.
Water makes lighter cakes; milk
makes richer cakes.
To mix a cake, first cream butter and sugar thoroughly, then add
yolks, if used. Then alternately
add moisture and, flour that has
been sifted witi baking powder
and stir until smooth and glossy,
after thoroughly
adding egg whites
'
.
mixing.
.; Always use KC
Baking Powder.
Blscnit Helps
Always sift flour and K C Baking
Powder at least three times.
Have shortening cold and firm.
Mix dough as soft as it can be
handled. The softer dough goes
into the oven, the lighter the
biscuit when it comes out. It is
easier for K C Baking Powder to
do its work in soft than in stiff
dough'. Mix biscuits very little.
Do not knead. Stir up with spoon
or knife and press in shape to roll
on floured board.
With K C Baking Powder results are sure' and certain. Ask
89
your grocer for K C.

.

THIEVES DISPLAY

'

GOOD JUDGMENT

,

THEY REFUSE TO DRINK THE
STUFF THEY STOLE, PREFERRING 30 DAYS IN JAIL

NEW ADDITION TO

PASSENGER SERVICE

STATE HOSPITAL

NOT TO BE AFFECTED

TRUSTEES CONSIDER

ERECTION
OF ADDITIONAL BUILDING
AT INSTITUTION

CHIEF ENGINEER FOR THE SANTA
FE SYSTEM SPEAKS ABOUT
RETRENCHMENT

"Unless the earnings of the company are Increased the retrenchment
policy now being rollowed by the
Pennsylvania railroad and other companies in the east, necessarily will
lie used on the Santa Fe lines," said
e
C. W. Felt, chief engineer for the
Santa Fe railway system, who
passed through Las vegas this afternoon on train No. 1 on his way to
California from Chicago.
"As improvements always bring an
increase of expenses, I believe that
their discontinuance will be one of
the first methods of retrenchment to
"be followed by the Santa Fe railway,"
said Mr. Felt. He said the road already has begun this policy to some
extent. V'1'
Mr. FeltTxpIained that he did not
Relieve the rumor circulated in railway circles In Topeka concerning the
cutting off of' passenger trains by the
Santa Fe company. He said it unlikely such a policy would be followed, as the passenger department of the
Santa Fe Railway company seldom
suffers for lack of business.
Mr. Felt is making an inspection
trip over the western part Of the lines
and expects tbjbe in California for
some time. He was accompanied by
lils secretaries and traveled in a private car.
en-lir-

.

The markets are laden with tasty
vegetables for the season and a new
product made an appearance today.
This Is rhubarb, which sold at ten
cents a pound.
Fruits are plentiful as far as the
season's market goes, and strawberries continue the best, selling at a
'
'''
minimum price,
are
Many housewives
planning for
excellent meals for Easter Sunday and
the merchants have made special preparation to furnish the best of eatables,
housewife
One item that every
should remember to purchase tomorrow is a package of Easter egg dyes,
for there must be Easter eggs in the1
household on Sunday, or the day will
be a failure for the children..

At the meeting of the board of
trustees of the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, held yesterday at the
institution, E. C. De Baca was reelected president and Eugenlo Semi
was
secretary and treasurer
of the board. The board decided to
advertise for bids for the supplies for
the institution for the coming six

"Which would; you prefer to, dp;
drink three bottles of this stuff which
you have stolen or go to jail for 30
days?" asked Justice D. R. Murray
of Encarnacion Gutierrez and Manuel
Duran this morning.
"Give us the 30 days,'" replied the
two in concert.
.Who could blame them? The stuff
they stole was castor oil. Gutierrez
and Duran discovered a supply of castor oil in the ibasement of the E. G.
Murphey drug store a few days ago,
and stole two dozen bottles of the fa
mous cathartic. They did not require
it for medical purposes, however,, but
undertook to peddle it out, intending
so it is believed, to buy more pleasant
tasting liquor with the money. Chief
of Police Ben Coles put a stop to the
operations of the amateur druggists,
them. They
however, by arresting
were found guilty in Justice Murray's
court this morning and were given 30
days In jail.

COLUMBIANS

DANCE TO

BE FIRST BIG EVENT

mouths1.

EASTER MONDAY BALL IS FIRST
CHANCE TO DANCE FOLLOW
ING LENT'S CLQSE

Much interest is being shown In the
big dance which will occur next Mon
day night at the armory when the
Knights of Columbus give their an
nual Easter Monday ball. This affair,
ward.
the first social event following the
General routine business was done Lenten
season, always is considered
at the meeting.
one of the most enjoyable of the

HOT CiSOSS BUNS ON
SALE AT BAKERIES
MAKES
GOOD FRIDAY DELICACY
EARLY
ITS APPEARANCE
THIS MORNING
The
interesting eatables today were the hot cross 'buns and other) cakes and,, pastry goods. These
cakes were sold fast and in accordmc-s- t

.

year and usually is largely attended.'
The advance sale of tickets has
been unusually large and thus the as
surance that all Las Vegas society
will attend the event Is practically
a certainty.
The music that will be furnished
.for this dance is to be by a newly
Organized orchestra, whose first
will be Monday night The
orchestra has arranged for an excel
lent program of popular music, which
will catch the ear of everyone with a
liking for good music.
The armory floor will be in its
usual excellent condition. That the
ball will be one of the most pleasant

You need not learn cooking all over again in order
'
to cook with

Use any recipes you know and like, merely use
would butter or lard.

less Cottolene than you

one-thi- rd

.
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CHICAGO
'SSU4U--

A DOLLAR

FANS TO

.

.J

!

WHAT IS IT?

--

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. " I might have spent it In a minute, but I did not
The dollar is my yesterday.
I may spend it and start tomorrow bankrupt. I may save It and tomor.
row not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who may do tjha
work better than myself." A dollar Is really a part of .a man's life and as he guards his health to take
care of the future, so should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past

THEN

WILL BE THE TIME FOR
CITY LEAGUE SUPPORTERS
j TO SPEAK UP..

"

'

.1

i

We pay ,2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on Savings Accounts.
't'
!'-'"

PEOPLES BANK

.

TRUST CO.

the contract between plaintiffs and
Killlfer is not in itself
such a one as the courts will enforce;
not because there? are any equities in
Killifer's favor which excuse or exempt hlni from the performance of his
engagements, and not because the
merits of the controversy are with the
Philadelphia club, but solely because
the actions and conduct of the plaintiffs In procuring the contract, on
which their right to relief is and must
be founded, do not square with, one
of the vital and fundamental prin
ciples of equity which touches to the
quick dignity of a" court of conscience
and controls its decision regardless of
'
all other considerations."
E;
Stuart
Attorney'
Knappen, local
counsel for the Chicago Federal league
club, after receiving the decision of
Judge Sessions, iald that the- Chicago
Federal league club would now probably bring suit, for, damages against
Klllifer.

FEDERAL LEAGUE LOSES defendant
FIGHT FOE KILLIrER

j

she

'

JUPGEAYS THE

NEW ORGANlZA- TION DOES NOT. HAVE
"CLEAN HANDS"

fo-c- es

Grand Rapids, Mich., April 10.
Judge Clarence W. Sessions in the
United States district court, today de
nied, the application of the Chicago
Federal league club for an injunction
enjoining Catcher William Killlfer,
Jr., from playing with the Philadel
phia National league club.
The judge denied the application
against the Chicago league club be
cause the Federal league did not
season..
Several other plans were suggested come into court "with clean hands."
The decision also holds the reserve
but,! working' arrangements
wUL, be
decided upon at the meeting Monday clause is not valid.
The. decision holds that the contract
night. Every fan and player Is urged
of January 8, 1914, by which Klllifer
to attend the gathering.
agreed to play with the Chicago Federal league club and the contract of
January 20, which he made on jumping
back to the Philadelphia National
league club, are "in form valid anel
"
binding upon the parties thereto."
Killlfer is scorecr ror mamng the
contracts, the decision reading:
"This record shows that the defendaut Klllifer is a baseball player
of unique, exceptional and extraordin
ary skill and expertness. Unfortunate
ly, his record also shows that he, is a
(Continued From Page One.)
person on whose pledged word little
or no reliance can bo placed and who
trate has obtained a diplomatic, vic for
gain to himself, neither scruples
tory and which Is Just and founded on nor hesitates to disregar and violate
international law.
his express engagements and agree
"The British consul was given every
ments."
consideration and today I shall take
After conceding the validity of the
pleasure in answering his representa- two 1914
contracts, the decision says:
tions In accordance witlh the views of
"The Questions here presented and
the first magistrate. England gives
an example to the5 jest of the nations requiring consideration are these:
"First, Are the provisions of the
who have not recognized the consti1913 contract ibetween the defendants
tutionalists, In that British represent,
relative to the reservation of the play
ativeg will address themselves unof
er for the suceeding season valid and
ficially to th.a first magistrate In, mat-terenforceable?
regarding British cases. If all
Are
the
"Second,
ptalntiffs by their
governments' were to proceed la this
from seeking re
own
conduct
barred
manner it would result in; oousider- ahle attention to their claims and rep lief in a court of equity?
"The leading authorities, with possibresentations ' made In ibehalf of their
one exception, are agreed that execu
ly
thisi
Would avoid wrong
citizens, and
of this nature can
interpretatioris about the stand that tors contracts
in equity nor form
enforced
neither
he
the first magistrate takes, which is
the basis of any action at law to rebased on 'justice and right."
'
General Carranza announced that cover damages for breach. The reaha would move his Sheadojuarters to sons for the deolsions'are that such
contracts are lacking In the necessary
Chihuahua tomorrow.
qualities of definiteness, certainty and
'
Huertistas Are Executed
mutuality.
"The 1913 contract between these
Nogates, April 10. Standing blindfolded on the brink of graves open to defendants, relative to the reservation
receive their bodies, Francisco. Flm of the defendant, Klllifer, for the sea
bres and Jose .M. Ganoba, members' of son of 1914 is lacking in all of these
a Huerta Junta on the merlcan side essential elements, n la wholly un
of the line, were executed in tne cem- certain and indefinite with respect to
etery here at dawn today by a firing salary and also with respect to terms
squad. Fimbrea was Raptured several and conditions of the proper employdays ago while carrying a, meteage ment. It is nothing more than a con
from' the junta to Ganoba whaf was tract to enter into a contract in the
then at Montezuma.
future, if the parties can then agree
to contract Although It Is founded on
sufficient consideratlbn, it lacks mu
LEAGUES WOULD tuality because the Philadelphia club
may terminate it at any time on 10
CE FEDERALS' ALLIES days' notice, while the other party has
iio such option and is bound during
the entire contract iperiod. A con
THESE ORGANIZATIONS ARE SAID tract exists, but it 'broken fcy either
TO BE OF A HIGH, CLASS-- .
party, the other is remediless because
i :
1FICATION
the courts are helpless either to enforce its performance or to award
St. Ixuis, April 10. "Two minor damages for its breach!
"The principle embodied in the
leagues are negotiating for au alli
ance, with the Federal league," said maxim 'he who comes ' into equity
Otto Stifel, ' the heaviest stockholder must come with clean hands,' Is a
in the St Louis Federals, today
cardinal one lying at the foundation
"We will have our own minor of equity jurisprudence." The decis
leagues next season,, Thxj indications ion continues:
are that we can have agi many as we
"Can it be doubted that if the plain
want The minor leagues with; which tiffs had not lntefered Mr. Klllifer
we are dealing are of high classifica- would have carried out his agreements
tion. They are almost ready to jump wUh ithe Philadelphia club in honesty
'
now.
and good faith?"
fWe must acquire a minor league
"Klllifer expected to derive a beneto: belp our players-- Every man who
fit and:. a profit from their contract
signed our contracts this year, at a aind both' knew that such contract if
time when they did hot have much
jjef formed would work a serious inproof erf our ability, will b9 talm care
to the Philadelphia, club. The
of. Their salary is assured for me. jury
of both )s not only, open tc
donduct
will
We have their names enrolled and
and censure, but it Is taintcriticism,
always look' after them."
ed with unfairness and injustice, if
not with actual fraud."
The court concludes:
STEEL ORDERS DECREASE
"The motion for, an injunction must
New York, April 10. The unfilled
tonnage of the imitea Klates Steel be denied, not because the executory
corporation April 1 totalled 4,653,825 part of the 1913 contract bclween the
Tons from defendants was of 'superior or any
tons, a decrease of ST2,61o
"
month.
'he preceding
legal force and effect; not because

OIL RELEASED BY
THE FIGHTERS

-
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Thursday night at the Commercial
club roms a big baseball meeting will
be held to which are Invited al the
fans and players of the city. This
likely will be the beginning of the
organization of a city league here.
W. P, Southard, president, of the commercial club, will preside at the meet
ing, and It is expected that, the ses
sion will be full of enthusiasm.,
Since the circulation of talk favor
ing the organization of a city league,
the business men of tne city have taken a decided interest. An organisa
tion managed as it Is planned to man
no big ex
age the city league,
pense on the community and yet fur
nishes excellent baseball.
A plan was suggested by several
business men this morning to create
interest among the players. This ia
to form a purse, of about $150 for the
winning team or make some arrangement so that the winner of the city
league pennant shall have a certain
percentage of the gate receipts of the

..."
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liEET Off TIII'IISDAV

,

fit

for the valuable

BASEBALL
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TOO MUCH; for Cottolene goes much

1914.
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If you used as much Cottolene as you
would of other shortenings you'd have

"

v

events of the spring and summer
eon is generally conceded.

10,

;

Concerning the matter of constructing an additional building, the board
decided to settle this matter at the
next meeting. It has been proposed,
and is necessary immediately, that an
addition be built on the north Side of
the asylum to accommodate the patients. This addition probably will
cost between $550,000 and $6,000 and
will be used strictly for a women's

Ten per cent of the factory work- ance with the eld English custom,
ers in New Jersey .are,, women,
many, people ate tiiem.

.
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ST. LOUIS CLUB IS
IN A BAD CONDITION

Wortli

BY THE FEDERALS HAVE
LEFT IT WITH' LITTLE TO
START SEASON

RAIDS

IVIiiie

St. Louis, Mo., April 10. As a result of Earl Hamilton's desertion to
the Federal league and the announcement of Clem Clemmons that he would
go to Chicago today, presumably to
join the new league, the local American league baseball club today began
The Armory
Good Music
a struggle to protect itself from other
Good Time
April 13
onslaughts by the Federal league.
The strongest defense uncovered
today was the elimination of the ten
day release notice from all 1914
, This
clause had given the here today from pde Vuyst, minister
club the right to drop any player on of agricultura ten days' notice.
As a precaution against further de
OIL PRICE DROPS
sertions, Manager Rickey of the St
Bartlesville, Okla, April 10: AnLouis Americans last night held interviews with each player said to have nouncement was made here today
been visited by Stovall. At the close that fhe pipe line companies in Che
Oklahoma-Kansafields bad reduced
of the conferences Rickey said he did
oil frdm $1 to 95
the
crude
of
price
not believe that any member of his
cents a barrel. This reduction is the
team would go to the Federals.
second this week and' is due. It is
said, to overproduction1.
con-traot- c.

'

MRS. HAREERT DECORATED
.Denver, Colo.;1 April 10. Mrs. Belle
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Vandorn Harbert, president of the In
ternational Congress' of Farm Women,
Joe Mandot vs. Matty McCue,
has been decorated with the cross of rounds at Racine, Wis.
the Order of Agriculture of Belgium.
Jess Willord vs. Dan DaSey,.-.Notification of the award" was received rounds, at Buffalo.

MONEY

SAID

Mill 0

BY

10

15'

HI

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE
Doea it. Why not you, Mr. Cutomer. As explained a few days ago, it
is not our plan to advertise such and such an article at a certain price,
for one hour.'one day, or any limited time and then boost the 'prlce
again. We maintain a standard of making the SAMEi RIGHT, 'CASII
1
if'l
PRICE at any time.
;'tj'

IFST!

Ilea's

Blisses Dresses
On our tables you will find a
nice assortment of wash dresses,
well made and neatly trimmed.,
... . .43o
75c values ..... . .
. . . . . . .
..... . .79c
$1.00 values
. .
. r.,, . . . .ySc
$1.50 values
$2.00 values ..
....'...$1.49
$2.50 values ...............'..$1.98
AGES 6 TO 1G.
'

,

Suits

We can1 save you at least 20 per
cent on your Easter Suit.
a s ft
$10.00 values
7 1
$11.00 values
Z I
.
$12.50 values
$16.00 values
i
These come in all the p, .
colors and patterns, Navy ft
Tans,, Browns,
Greys,
Goods, etc.
Youths" Long paut Suits ar !
from $4.9S upu
j

r

K

,

Boys Hsh. Soils
' These are for ages 2Ya to 8
years and like the dresses are fine
at low prices.
-

49c

75c values
$1.00 values
?1.5i)

c

values

$2.50
$4.00

6,9c

Taluoa
Villi i

C0

f

valui--

Hues, Tans,

BOYS' KNICKERBOCKER

Hi;

V i

....
....
at--

the Eavlit'3 ca

etc.

1
1

f
,

t"

f

1
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LOBBY

CHI

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

II

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

UAjl

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
H
BROTHERHOOD
1U2
Meets every Monday nlfat B
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R C. ball, on Douglas avenn S
In 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members aro
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J, C. Werti, Pr
brothers cordially in dent; J. T Buhler. Secretary: G. S
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

CO L.UMN
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVEP- -

TISEMENTS

Petten, Secretary.
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FOR SALE Household goods.
J. W. Burks, 1009 Sixth street

o
o
o.
o
o

'J

p.
C)

o
o
o
o
p
o

F

B

10

o

1....

J....
7....

Depart

p. m

1:10
6:35
4:20
8:85

a.

i

in....
m....

p.

p. m

for

o
o
o
o
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and

o
o
o
o
o
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FOR RENT Suite of rooms In modern home, also single room. Can
1034

---

.

j EMPRESS
It '

Meets second anfl
fourth
Thursday . evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
L. O. O. MOOSE

BeerEMPRESS
FLOUR realb is. I
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

1

X

JV

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

SILVER

Local Deputy. Visiting
Montague,
members are especially welcotae an
cordially Invited.
OF

KNIGHTS

FRENCH-1RE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

COUN

COLUMBUS,

pr

.......

i

..w....4o
............
P' "

AGUA PURA COMPANY
i

free.

INJURED

OFFICE

soia by wuggists. race 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stipation. Adv.

Drug Co.

71

DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Adi
Are Best

with BALLARD'
to relieve rheum
tism. It penetrates the flesh to the
bone conveying its soothing and re
storative influence to the spot where
the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c an
Sold by Central
$1.00 ner bottle.
Rub the joints

SNOW! LINIMENT

Market Finders

Adv.

Classine td. aearea emt the people e wie-ethose who MIGHT BY tee parUaalM toisa U

5V

7
n fit

()
f

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
CUENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 6 A A
STANDARD

RETAIL PRICES

C)

(

giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do ony
way when you
learn how Much

ALL GROCERS

()
Jj

Ul

I

EMPRESS!
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
as mercury will surely destroy the
can be ok-sense of smell and completely derange earth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
the whole system when entering it Pioneer building.. Visiting members
tained in this city from
through the mucous surfaces. Such are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
articles should never be used except G. K .; Frank AngeL F. 8.
on prescriptions from reputable phy
sicians, as the damage they will do
-1b ten fold to the
good you can pos
1H
9e
sibly derive from them. Hall's Ca
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del vary .w...
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
...25o per 1M Is
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
SSo per 1M l
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
200 lbs., to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
l
no mercury, and Is taken Internally,
per
60 lbs, to 203 lbs., Each Delivery
Mo
directly upon the blood an
-acting
Less than 69 lbs. Each Delivery
c
mucous surfaces of the system. In
Bosh Isn't it queer that a printer, buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
sheet, although square, is called a you get the genuine. It Is taken In
circular?
ternally and made In Toledo, Ohio,
Harvesters, Btorers, aid Distributors ef Katmral Ice, tie Pulfa C3
Josh Not necessarily; it is intended
F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonial
by
LasUng Qualities el Whiek Save Hade L Ves
to go round.

J

o

has a stimulating effect on the ston
ach, liver and bowels! is Foley Cathartic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
action, they keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after ef
fects. They remove that gassy distended feeling so uncomfortable to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury

rV J
K

p. a.
p. m

Beware

O
O
PHONE. MAIN. 2

m.

Silver Spoon
if
you use

vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that Greenclay, Secretary.

MATTER OF SHAPE

a.

This elegant Rogers'

FOR RENT Nicely furnished hpuse; J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
close in. Also three furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. 315 Ninth day of the month in the vestry roomt
'
uf Temple Monteflore at t o'clock
street
m. visiting brothers are cordially in

She Are you sure you love me?
He Well, there's somepin' the matter with me and I think it must b
lore I

a

p.

YUU!

.

X.

I

1:35
6:48
4;30
7:00

B.

Inquire

l

aC)

'i

No.
No.
No.
No.

"Curse this fatal gift of beauty ot
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
mlrie! Here I got to take to de woods FOR SALE 1,200 pound horse, perITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
sound
to git away from de goils!"
works
and true;
anyfectly
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
where. George A. Fleming, Main 40
first and third Mondays of each
A GUESS
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-raan- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. .Morrow, Local Deputy,
tTJR KifiNT Two iurnished rooms 908 Jackson
avenue; Z. W. Montague,
for light housekeeping; modem ex Assistant
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
cept heat; no sick. T. J. Carvill East Las
.
Vegas, N. M.
810 Lincoln.

o

H6e

C)

Meets every Monday erenine at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
brethren cordially Invite to attend
Friedenstine, N. Q.; A. T. Rogers
G.; TM. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Mrs.
Cemetery Trustee.

For Rant

gntiy

oC)

Arrive

4.

p. , ELKS Meets ncond and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, 12.00
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Money must accompany order. Will
D. W. Condon,
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. Mills, Exalted Ruler;
Secretary.
Stevens, Humboldtg Kan.

FOR SALE Team of mules.
H. W. Gehring.

Aot rent
to consumptives.
Eighth street,

(

U?e

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
day evenings each month at Woo
Five cents per line tach lnssitlon.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
TEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
Keg'
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Iy invited to attend. C. N. Douglai
fl vwtm- aar conclave
No ad to occupy less spaco than two
W. P:,-- Nicholas Cordova, Secretar
Medium (after rapping three times
n oiM. anjftfltfe B Iff.
...mjh0 J.
All
advertisement
charged
on the black cabinet) And now, kind lines
eonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
sir, what shade would you like me to will be booked at spaco actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
tell you about?
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Man In Audience Why, I would Cash In advlncs
preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
like you to tell me the shade my wife
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
told me to match when I started
lowntown today.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
East Bound
vocation first Monday in
v
Arrive
MAN
Depart
A PERSECUTED
each month at Masonic
7:20 p. m.... . 7:45 p. Bk
Temple at 7:S0 p. m. p. No. I..
A. Brinegar, H. P.; T. O. No. 4.. 11:54 p. m. . . .11:59 p. at
2:25 a. m.... . 2:30 a, m
No. 8..
Blood, Secretary.
1:35 p. inf.... . 2': 00 p. m
No. 10..
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LnnftB mo
West Bound
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o
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o
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Mrs. Wiggs I wanted to keep my
husband at home of nights, so I gav6
him au automobile.
Mrs. Wiggs I should think he'd be
out more than ever then.
Mrs. Wiggs No; the doctor says
he won't be out for five or 6ix weoir
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"You needn't mind.

LEWIS.

There was but one passenger to
alight at Snow Hill, in the cattle and
Indian country, and that was MIsb Bessie Vaughn of Chicago. Her schoolmate, Nettie Long, whose father owned
and managed the big Long ranch, and
who was now living with him In the
wtlds, had written that a person would
meet Bessie at Snow Hill with a
and bring her safely to the
ranch. The "person" proved to be a
dressed as
young man of twenty-fivcowboy, but having rather & distinguished look about him. While ha was
hastening along the platform and yet
thirty feet away, the girl acknowledged
to herself that his features were good
and that his face showed character
and ambition. Perhaps it was for
these reasons that, while he was covering the other thirty feet Miss Bessie
uddenly decided that he ought to be
asubbed.
"This is Miss Vaughn of Chicago, 1
presume?" he said, as he lifted hie
hat and smiled a welcome.
What right had he to presume? By
what right did he smile a welcome and
aeem ready to shake hands? The girl
looked coldly at him and slightly nodded her head, and that was snub No.
X.
The young man took it so, but,
though he colored up, he did not lose
bis smile.
"You will give me your checks,
trunks
pieaee, and I will put your
aboard and we will be off." "
There was a touch of authority in
Oils tones that nettled the girl, and she
turned away and delivered up the
checks with her own hand. She would
also have loaded the trunks on the
vehicle if she had been strong enough.
, finub No. 2 had followed fast on the
faeels of snub No. 1.
"We have fifteen miles to drive,"
the young man, as they got
eated.

-

I found

him
had to snub

him.'

W

VMS All OLD YALE
By C. B.

rather presumptuous and

"Tom presumptuous? Why, he's the
nicest "
Aud then she suddenly skipped "to
some other subject and Tom was forgotten till next day, when he was
bold enough to approach Miss Bessie
as she was alone for a moment and

aek:
"What sort of a gait do you prefer
in a horse a trot or a lope? 1 am to
select one for you today."
"Thank you, but you needn't go to
any trouble on my account," was the
reply, and Tom ought to have felt
duly crushed as he walked away.
lie was not seen again for four days,
duty having called him away. The
two girls rode out every day on ponies
selected for them, and on the fourth
occasion something happened. The
pony ridden by Miss Bessie suddenly
bolted, and when she found him beyond control she could only cling to
the saddle and hope he would tire
himself out after running a couple of
miles. But he didn't He kept a
straight course and a headlong gallop
for mile after mile, and the girl was
thinking of throwing herself from the
saddle when a cow pony ranged up
beside her, a hand grasped her looee
rein, and a voice said in her ear:
"Keep your head, Miss Vaughn. 1
could pull him down and end bis run
here, but there is need of even more
speed."
is It?" she asked as ehe
turned her head and saw Tom beside
her.
"Indians. There are live or six in
chase of us, and I am racing for that
hill with the rocks on it Cling tightly
and don't be afraid."
After a terrific pace for another
mile both animals were suddenly
pulled up, and dismounting and lifting
the girl from the saddle, Tom halt
pulled her up the steep side of the
hill to the shelter of the rocks.
"We are all right now," he cheer
fully said, "but you keep crouched
down till I have a little talk with these
noble red men."
The "talk" was his Winchester, and
No reply. Snub No. 3.
before it was over he had killed one
"I take it that you have never visit and wounded another. Their loss, toed thie section before?" was remarked gether with the alarm of the firing,
after the silence had lasted for a mile. sent the remaining Indians scurrying
buck-boar-

d

e,

"W-wh-

'

,

d

"No."

"But I trust you will find novelty
and pleasure."
Miss Bessie looked straight ahead
and shut her teeth hard. What was
It to one of Colonel Long's hired men
whether she enjoyed the west or not?
The man was presumptuous, and ehe
meant her silence to be another snub.
Whether it was taken or not, it was
not more than five minutes before a
voice which had a touch of the paternal in it remarked:
"You don't look overly well, and a
couple of months of this bracing at
mosphere will do you a world of good."
"Sir, are you a practicing physician?" asked Miss Bessie, as she
turned to look the young man square
In the eyes.
"Well, no," he slowly replied.
"Then you need not bother to take
charge of my health."
That was what the boys would have
called a settler, and it hung the young
man up for the next ten minutes.
When he spoke again, however, it was
as If nothing had happened.
"It was on that hill over there," he
quietly said, ae he pointed with his
whip, "that four of our men were sur
rounded by fifty Indian warriors two
years ago."
Miss Bessie deliberately turned to
look in the opposite direction, and she
felt that he was smiling as he con
tinued.
"One of the boys was killed, but
they killed twelve Indians and held
their ground all day."
What was it to her whether one or
the whole tour cowboys were killed?
Indeed, she found herself almost wish-lathat all had been wiped out She
hadn't the slightest Interest in the affair not that day."
"And over there in that valley la
where a drove of steers ran over and
trampled the life out of two of our
as en last spring. We didn't even find
.their boots."
Miss Bessie looked straight ahead
and made no reply.
"And ,yon wouldn't believe, would
you, that this Insignificant creek we
are crossing was a mile wide and ten
deep last May? We lost a thou-casshead of stoc in that flood."
L'
Still no reply It was snub aftei
nub, and she meant to tire him out
'This time the silence lasted for fifteen
iminutes, and she it was who broke it
at last The horses had shied at a
'coyote dodging for cover and started
away on a tearing gallop. The young
man kept them on the trail, but made
not the slightest effort to check the
pace. On the contrary, he hummed a
popular air as they lay down to their
work. The visitor stood it as long as
he could, and then turned and exclaimed:
"Can't you see that the horses are
running away?"
"I have seen it for some time paet,"
he quietly replied.
"Then why don't you stop them?"
"I will if you wish; but a run of a
lew miles won't hurt; them any."
She did wish it from the bottom of
her heart, for the vehicle was Jumping like a goat and it took both hands
to hold her hat on her head, but she
gritted her teeth and decided to be
smashed Into Jam before she would
prefer the request." The horses ran
for three or four miles and then cohered down, and the girl felt that she
had snubbed the young man again by
not being afraid.
"Who is that man you sent to the
depot after me?" she asked of her
schoolmate, almost before she had
taken off her hat.
e
"Who? Why, that's Tom. I'll
you soma day."
g

iet

fonn-introduc-

away.
At the ranch house, after the story
had been told, Miss Bessie asked for
the second time:
"Who is this man Tom?"
"Why, he's an old Yale man and belongs to one of the best families in
the east. He came out here for his
health, you see. Did you have to snub
him again today?"
"I I don't think so."
"But are you going to some othei

day?"

"No, never again. I'm so sorry and
ashamed and I think think "
Well, there's a rumor afloat, and it
may be true.

MOST VENOMOUS OF LEECHES
Scientists of Java Have Experience
With the Deadliest Kind of This
Particularly Loathsome Creature.
Dr. Andries Verhagen of Batavia,
Java, was directed by the government
of the Netherlands to go to the eastern
end of Sumatra to study a terrible epidemic of beri-ber- i
which had broken
out there. The ship in which he sailed
was wrecked, and be and a young assistant offered to go into the Interior

to seek assistance.
For about ten minutes they struggled through a dense and swampy Jun
gle. Suddenly the younger man cried
out with pain. Going to his aid, Doc
tor Verhagen noticed three leetches at
tached to his arm. They were of a
venomous variety that cling to the
lower branches of the bushes awaiting
their prey and, not content with gorging themselves on blood, inject' into
the wound a poison that causes acute
pain.

While Doctor Verhagen was helping
his assistant innumerable leeches attached themselves to his face and
neck. To free him from them the
young man hkd to scrape his skin with
a sharp stone. Exhausted by loss of
blood, the doctor managed to crawl
back to the Week of the ship, where
he fainted. lie was taken to a hospital the following day and it was several weeks before he recovered. One
of his eyeballs was totally destroyed
by the terrible leeches, Its socket be
,.
ing left empty,
Electric Poultices for Colds.
Doctors are recommending to patients suffering from stiff necks, bruises, and similar ailments the electric
poultice, a new and Ingenious invention calculated to take the place of the
bread and linseed variety.
It consists of flexible electric wires
covered with asbestos and wrapped up
in a pad or cushion. The poultice is
connected by wire to an ordinary electric light switch, and it retains the correct temperature all night. There are
three grades of temperature, regulated
by a switch, the highest grade being
160 degrees Fahreinheit.
The initial cost of the poultice is
30s., and it lasts for life. Its running
cost is roughly
d. an hour, varying
according to the charges of the electric light company. The poultices may
be obtained in any size or shape.
Daily Mail.

Not Too Tough.
"We will have beefsteak for the
piece de resistance! tonight"
"Try to get some that won't offer
too much resistance, my dear."
A

Riot

father put down a dls
turbance last night.
Freddie Is that right?
Eddie Yes; he ate a Welsh rabbit
Eddie

My

LESSON

IN FARM

FRIDAY,

APRIL

10,
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CALL FOR BIDS

MARKETING

How One Producer Raised the Price
and Made a Sale, Which His
Competitor Lost.
Two farm wagons stood in a publk
market, both loaded with bags of potatoes. A woman stopped before the

first

"How much are potatoes today?"
she asked.
,
"Ninety cents a bushel," said the
owner.
"Oh, my!" exclaimed the woman.
"That seems high; I paid only 6C
cents for the last."
"'Taters've gone up," said the
grower indifferently, and the woman
went over to the second wagon and
asked the same question. The owner's manner was in marked contrast.
"These are the best potatoes In the
market, ma'am," he said. "Let me
show them to you and tell you why.
In the first place, I raise the kind with
small eyes, so there'll be no waste in
peeling potatoes are too high nowadays to peel away. Then I sort them
by sizes. In each bag you'll find a
large size for boiling, frying, and fancy
shapes and a medium size for baking.
The baking size cooks quickly, all
done at the same time, and saves coal
or gas, whichever you use. We wash
all our potatoes clean at home, too.
You could put one of these bags into
your parlor and not soil the carpet
and you don't have to pay me for any
dirt. I'm getting $1 a bushel for
them."
He sold her three bags. Country
Gentleman.

Staled bids for the construction of
the following approaches and earth
fills at the County Bridge over the
Gallinaa River at tho foot of Independence Avenue and Prince Street
City of Las Vegas, within, Sau Miguel
County, New Mexico, will he received
at the office of the County Clerk of
said County, at the Court House in
Las Vegas, New Mexico, up to 12
o'clock noon of Saturday, April 18th,

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100.000.00
:

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

$50,0Q0.6
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D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis. Ass t. Cash.

Vice-Preside-

A. D. 1914,

Embankment East end of bridge,
feet long; width eg. top 20 feet,
IVIED
i i
i
side slopes natural."
Embankment West end of bridge,
300 feet long; top width 20 feet; side
elopes to be natural. The grade of
the above fills to he on straight line
from the Railroad f;ll to rhe floor of
the bridge.
On both of said fills to he spread
a top dressing over their entire
'
lengths pad for their full top widths',
CCO.CDD.CD
to consist of cinders evenly spread to
a depth of not more than l foot, nor
Office with the San Miguel Nafional.Bank
leas' than six inches.
Thie composition of the above fills
to he BO per cent earth and 50 per
WM. G. HAYDOHL
President
cent gravel from the river bed, and
H. W. KB3LLT- Vice president
all work and .materials are to he furD. V. HOSKIN8
Treasure
nished by the successful bidder.
The above approaches and fills are
to be made in accordance with epecl- flcationa now on file in the office of
the undersigned County Clerk, where
they may be examined by all bidders.
AB bids must he aiccpmpanied by
backache, rheumatism or bladder chafed skin, is BALLARD 9 SNOW none better." For sale toy all dealers.
MADE' GOOD DANCING MUSIC a certified check In the sum of Fifty weakness, turn
quickly for help to LINIMENT; It is both healing and --Adv.
' '
'
(150.00 Dollars.
Pills,
you cannot take antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
Foley
Kidney
Convivial Party Had Reasons for DeBy Order of the Board of them Into your system without hav- per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
of
'
siring Further Rendering
of ing good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-roCommissioners
Couny
Positive
in action! for backache,
Adv.
"Watch on the Rhine."
SEALthe County of San Mijruel,
N. Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney anS
State of New Mexico.
A Cure for Sour Stomach
bladder troubles. P. J.. Boyd, Ogle,,
have done me more good than $150.00
The following story comes from
LORENZO DELG ADO, Clerk.
Mr & Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle Texas, writes: "After taking two botworth of medicine," They give good
Germany, and pretends to recite facts
Domei at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
only facts. Diagonally across the
results. O. G. Schaiefer and Red Cross reek, Mich, writes: i "I have, been tles of Foley Kidney Pills, rny rheustreet from my lodging, says the teller March 25th, A. D. 1914.
troubled with indigestion, Bour stom- matism and kidney trouble are comDrug Store. Adv.
of it there is a restaurant, which has
ach and bad breath. After taking two pletely gone." Safe and eff ective. O.
set side by side,
two dining-room- s
A
bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
for
valuable
flesh
dressing
Suna
of
both very much frequented
run
When
down
with
Adv.
trouble,
old
kidney
sores, rash, welL These tablets are splendid
wounds, burns, scalds,
One room is the chosday evening.
en resort of the Society for the Encouragement of Patriotic Music. The
other room is used by the Candymak-erSocial club. Last Sunday the
musical society gave a concert In its
room, while the confectioners had a
ladles' eveniDg in theirs. Naturally
the patriotic musicians rendered the
"Watch on the Rhine" without the
least suspicion that in the next room
the gentlemen confectioners and their
ladles were dancing to the music thus
provided gratis.
When the patriots had done "The
Watch on the Rhine" twice over to
their entire satisfaction there was a
pause. Then the door the door leading into the next room popped open
and one of the confectioners an enthusiastic dancer poked in his head.
once
"Play that bully two-steagain for us, please," he cried. New
York Saturday Post

INTERESTJPAID OK TI
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Interest PaJd On Deposits
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KEAT ATTRACTIVE PRINTING

p

Cheese From Trees.
A German traveler reports that the
negroes of the Kamerun country, in
Africa, make a cheese of which they
are very fond from the seeds of a tree
known as Treculia African a. They
cook the- seeds, and then shell and
crush them into a semiliquid mass
After flavoring the mass with pepper,
and pouring off the liquid, they mold
coloi
it into cakes of a grayish-whitthat at first do not tastn at all like
cheese. The pembe, as the natives
call the stuff, has to ripen Just like
ordinary cheese. To this end, the natives expose the cakes to the air. The
color gradually changes from gray to
yellow, and finally to brown. During
the process the cakes smell like
cheese, but later have a distinctly
sour odor. When ripe, they taste like
strong, cheese; and, in fact, as they
are formed by the same bacteria
changes that give flavor to our own
cheeses, it is quite correct to call thie
native delicacy cheese from a tree.
Youth's Companion.
e
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Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting
Make a good impression with good envelop esptinted at the
WTO
itiliiti

piiiuiuiiinHiiiiiiii
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BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES

Plane Trees of Canota.
Not least among trees which have
become celebrated are two giant trees
at Canosa, near Ragusa, that pearl
nt the Adriatic." Within three hours'
walk of Ragusa, on an elevation
above the tidelees sea, lies the famous earden of Count Gozze. From
a primitive landing place a path leads
up between olives and pomegranates,
myrtles and oleanders to the level
EDot where the two colossal trees
have stood from time immemorial.
The effect of the larger tree upon a
spectator standing beneath it is post
tively overwhelming. It takes twenty
five naces merely to walk closely
round the trunk, while the spreading
branches reach horizontally for from
thirty to forty paces, and then bend
unward and fork. A good-sizepub
He meeting could be held in the shade
of either of these immense trees.

$4.00

GOOD

per

1000

QUALITY

LOPES, NO.

'"

$3.50

per

3x6

SIZE

NO. 6

6

1000

-

NO. 10 SIZE

IN.

per

$4.00

$2.50 for 500

XXX RAG
SIZE

4x9K

$2.50 for 500

1000

ENVE-

3x6

IN.

4xll

NO. 12 SIZE

'

VS.

$2.75 for 500

$4.50 per 1000

$2.50 for 500

IN.

d

Wide World Magazine.
Sherlock Holmes on Love.

Doctor Watson has just told Sherlock Holmes of his impending marriage, and having received the great
detective's good wishes,' he gays,
"Thank you, Holmes! Some of these
days, I hope, I shall be congratulating you!"
Holmes No marriage without love,
Watson!
Watson Then, why not love?
Holmes Absurd, Watson! Absurd!
I am not for love, nor love for me!
It would disturb my reason unbalance my faculties! Love is like a
fiaw in the crystal, sand in the clockNo!
work, iron near the magnet!.
No! I have other work in the world!
From "The Speckled Band."
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LOCAL NEWS

Don't Forget

Wanted

A setting hen. Phone

Adv.

Light automobile lamps at
'
o'clock this evening..
r

i

Murphey's Drug Store.

IF 1 OUT

it

Old Taylor whiskey and Snerwood
'
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

f

Stearns Store Only

Best Flour

50

cents

Easter hats
very- chieap.

now on display and very
Mrs. L. P. Wright. Adv.

city fresh every day at our
store made with Moses Best

JOHN II. YORK

L.
509 Sjxt

, The number of commercial men in
the city today was unusual "and tha
Business bouses were unusually busy'

i

....

",

.'!

Adler-Roche-

t"Ja.'

.i.

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment Tirie colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
..VM-,m
--

;

'

The reason we offer at such a ridiculously low price the Gaberdine raincoats is to assure quick sale. These
coats protect you from rain, wind and
dust regular price $18; sale price
Do not miss such an oppor$11.95.
Taichert's
Clothing Store.
tunityCorrect Garments for Men. Douglas
Adv.

LIVERY a.nd REPAIRING
also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIPES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY
We

ALL REPAIR. WORK
- GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU.A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY

'

LAS'VEGAS FCEO SALES COMPANY

Eugene ThornhilT, a member of the
East Las VegaS .fire department, was
taken to the Las Vegas; jtospital today
on aicount j&f; an attack of blood poisoning, caused from a cut received
in the accident on tne night of March
24 when the company was responding
to the' fire at the Bridge Bar. Thorn-hill- ,
with R. W. Smith, assistant chief
of the department, was thrown to the
ground and received a deep cut, which
became infected and caused his present condition. He is considered in a
serious condition.

,

Greenherger has all the .latest colorings and patterns in ties for Easter, . Easter Suits. Before, you purchase
your Easter clothes stop in and ex
including the' "Tango." Adv.
amine our $15 line. Also
Nothing more acceptable than a box teri; make. Taichert's Clothing store.
of Liggett's chocolates for your Easter Ccwect Garments for Men. Adv.)S
offering.. At Murphey's Drug Store,
v ;
Adv.
(fiie of the? pWtics'f Easter
in the. city bast been arranged
The Ladies' guild will have cakes; at the Graaf and Hayyard meat marcookies,, bread, doughnuts, salads, ba; ket. This window brings out the
Last night at 9 o'clock Abraham
ked beans and colored eggs for sale
Easter '"color and advertis-es- , T. Berg of Ocate died at the home of
"tis usual, the big Easter hams.
Saturday afternoon. Wheeler BulldJ
his Bister, Mrs. Louis Defutschmann on
Ing, Douglas avanue. Adv.
the West side, ' following a short "illVeLas
News has been received in
ness. Mr. Berg was 54 years of agd
The Ladies' guild, of. St. Paul's Me- gas of the death in Denver yesterday audi had been a resident of New Mexj
morial church, will have an Easter of Mrs. Ida K. Jones, divorced wife ico during his entire life. Mr. Berg
sale Saturday afternoon, beginning at of A. A. Jones of this city, now first was born in Fort Union in 1859. Be2 o'clock.
The sale will be in the assistant secretary of the Interior. sides his wife he is survived by a son,
room west of the Electric Light and Mrs; Jones died
Wednesday morning. Martin Berg of Ocate, and two sisPower company office, Wheeler Build- The funeral occurred yesterday after- ters, Mrs. Louis Deutschmann . and
ing, Douglas avenue. Adv.
noon, interment being in Crown Hill Mrs. X B. Watrous of this city. The
cemetery. Mrs. Jones had been se- body will be sent to Ocate tomorrow
We have arranged, to deliver free
riously ill. for some time, and her son, by X C. Johnsen and Son. Burial will
of charge, regular sized, bundles of Vincent
Jones, has been with her con- occur at that place.
old newspapers at 10 cents each. Pay
stantly. Mrs. Jones had a large numOptic,
messenger upon delivery.
ber of friends in, this city who will
phone Main 2.
Subscribe for The Opno.
regret to learn of her death.
All Scottish Rite Masons are requested to meet Sunday morning,
April 12, at 11:30 a. m. at the temple
to take part In the Ceremony of Relighting the Seven Symbolic Lights1.
.

.

The Jewish people of Las Vegas today began the observance of the Passover season, which will continue one
week. Services will be held "tonight
at 6:15 o'clock In Temple Montefiore.
The Passover season will continue for
one week. It has seen observed by
the Hebrews since the deliverance
from bondage in Egypt, and is one
of the happiest, though solemn, occasions on the Jewish calendar.

avenue.

Grocer and . Baker

Adv.

yowftEjer hat from Mrs.

Buy.
P. Wright
0&mmotjgsy.
street Adv.

The best bread in the

choco-

AUTOMOBILE

.

,

Adv.- -

Freeh for Easter, Llggett'9
lates, at' Murphey'a Drug Store.

in ni AnrfR

MOSES
.

Greenber-ber's-

Old newspapers, about 90 to bundle,
delivered free. Pay messenger upon
delivery. Price 10 cents per bundle.

method is simple
with the use of the famous

Freeh Liggett's candy for Easter at
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

clothes, The
make for boys, at

Adv.

The

Investigate our special showing of
suits. Greenberger. Adv.

Hotel Romalne,

i U

1

$15

Easter Sunday special dinner at the

slut,

"Xtra-Good- "

Problem Now

6:53

Adv.

1914.

Fresh for Easter, Liggett's candy, at
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

;

ern milling knows how to
meJke

m

10,

Bread

COG.

Do not forget to buy an apron at
the Ladies' guild sale. AdV

is the very best thsxt mod-

nAHA

APRIL

Solve the

Easter boxes of Liggett's candy at

n

FRIDAY,

-
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These blankets

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

Flour For Yoir Easter
? v; -

',

IS

"She

hi

'should by 'all means be taken
from a sack or barrel of our
famous Piire Quill brand. No
other flour can compare with
it in producing toothsome
rolls or biscuit, light bread,
delicious cakes and pastry.
Those who know it will hare
no other flour. Order a sack
for trial and you'll bake Better than every before.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

lb Base of IfseBsstofEveFyllingEaMMe
fir-

Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily

THEGRAAFgrllAYVARDCOSTOnE

This is Good Friday, the day set
apart by the Christian denominations
for the commemoration of the cruci
fixion of Jesus. In the Episcopal and
Catholic churches today special cere
monies were observed and many peo
pie were to he seen kneeling la
lent prayer all during the ay,

pf4aiiii
Finest Custom Tailored
in
Clothing Styles
Ready to
Wear at

Spanish-American-

FRANKER F1FTLEN
Clothes for men for
spring from the many
kinds on the market, we
knew that we could

s.

is assured. Admission wilt be 50 cents
for men, while ladies will be admitted
free. The promoters, of the venture
hope to make the dance the biggest
event of the spring season.

4

LlSlS

CELEBRATE

tlAUM
THE

THURSDAY

SCOTTISH RITE CLUB
TINGUISHES SYMBOLIC

EX- -

LIGHTS

quit as toastmaster and the following
responded to toasts: George H. Hunker
"To the President of the United
States"; G. M. Cary; "To the Supreme Council"; D. L. Batchelor. !'To
Urn Sovereign. Grand
Commander";
Dr.j C. A. Wheelon of Santa Fe, "To
the Deputy of the Supreme Council for
New Mexico"; Daniel Stlern, "To the
Memory of the Brethren of the Degrees whose Labors Here Below Have
Ceased During the Present Masonic
Year"; A. R. Staley, ".To All Regular
Masons and Masonic Bodies of AH
Kites and Degrees1 Over the Surface
of the Earth; Honors and Laurel to
the Worthy; Health to the Sick; Comfort to the Needy and Succor to the
William
Everywhere";
Oppressed
Springer, "To the Ladies."
On Sunday night the ceremony of
relighting the Seven Symbolic Lights
will take place. This ceremony will
be attended w!y by the members of
the Scottish Rate club.

more than just all
wool fabrics and guaranteed service and fit.

Last right at, the Masonic Temple
occurred the Maundy Thursday ceremony of the Scotti Rite club. This
feast day is one of the most important in. the system of Masonry and tine
ceremony was attended by the entire
membership of the Scottish Rite in
tola city.
g
Following the ceremony of
the Seven Symbolic Lights
and the eating of the Mystic banquet
of Pascal lamb a4unleavened bread,
the annua Section of the officers of
.11) e club took
place.
Those seleeted to serve the club
during the nest year are as follows:
President, Daniel Stern; vice president, O. M. Cary; secretary, II. S. Van
Finch's Golden weddlnlg Rye, aged
I'H'.eii: treasurer, A. R. Stnlry.
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
W. J. Lucas of!',' crated at ilie ban- - you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
'

exiln-gulKhin-

;

hi

Birllisfone
Symbolizes purity' and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us
you buy
be-fo- re

The highest priced clothing could not show more
refinement of line and
newness of cut.

V!'!

Ft

Non-Ski- n

8-

ALL

1

WQil BOE

GUARANTEED

AT CUE SE

H.1 ITS PEIFECTNESS

A

CODY

The Knights of Columbus, at their
regular meeting last night, made ar
rangements to attend holy communion
in a fcody at the Church of the Immaculate Conception on Easter Sunday
at 6:30 a: m. The, Knights, will meet
In the sacristy ol the church and. will
occupy seats reserved for them." All
visiting Knights who are; in .the city
were invited to accompany the local
council.
The council decided to participate
In the proposed city league, provided
a strong enough team could he organized. The' Knights will he represented at the organization meeting of the
league. There are several old time
ball players in the council, but none
of them, has played In several years.
A prdctfee will he called soon, after
which there doultfless will be a num
ber Of eore arms and fingers. Joe
Frank Angel,
Ortega, Leo Tipton,
Emil Clement, Richard Pevine, Richard
Romero and Colbert Root are some
of the Tiasbeens' who will try to
'

&jmmiuxM& Son
EstailiaKed

I'M

CATHOLIC ORGANIZATION To PAR.
TAKE OF SACRAMENT OH.
EASTER SUNDAY

,

queen's taste at $15.00.
Come now and see our
spring exhibit of these
remarkable clothes.

Diamond-Apri- l's

:

:

bers. Richard Devme, Dr. W; H. Tip--to-n
and P. J, Emenaber will, represent the Las Vegas council at
of the state council in. Las
Cruces next month. D. W. Condon
wa elected an alternate delegate.

g

In a FRANKEL FIFTEEN
any man can dress to the

The

J.C. Johnsen
& Son

G0""Dit'iU I'l

FIFTEEN suits are from"-- '
America's fashion center
Fifth, Ave,, New York.

ir

Bissell's Carpet
Sweepers for Spring

KNIGHTS TO RECEIVE

;

Offer

The styles of FRAN K FX

OF

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

When we selected

-

A Booial dance will be given in Ro
senthal hall on Railroad, avenue on
Monday evening foy a number of young
The best of mu
sic has been engaged and a good tlme

"V

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelirt tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.

v..

Secretary Leo Tipton of the Com
mercial club this morning received
another Inquiry from an eastern man
regarding the possibility of starting
a business college in Las Vegas! This
city seems doomed to receive one of
these Institutions, as this Is the second
Inquiry of this kind that Secretary
has received.
Tipton
'

'

KttUVUF
SHIPMENT

pret-typurp-

are Genuine Souvenirs of the

iiiifilP"iuii

South SdeYoy

:'a
CORONATION POSTPONED
Tokio, April 10. Count Shigenobir
Okuma, former foren minister, was
recommended, to the emperor todaty-b-

the elder statesmen for the office
of premier dn place of
l
Yainamoto, whose cabinet resigned in
consequence of the naval graft scandal. The coronation of the emporor,
Count-Gombe-

which had been fixed for November
has been postponed until 1916, owing to the dqath of the dowager empress. The reason for the, prolonged
delay of the coronation 1 that the
seed of the rice used In the sacred
ceremony must not be ripened during the period of national mourning.
10,

BOYS ARE ASPHYXIATED
New York, April 10. Thre small
boys crawled into a moving van in a
vacant lot in Harlem last night, stopped up the cracks to keep out the
chill, then squatted around a fire they
Kindled in a bucket Patrick Kenny,

father of ope of the little fellows,
searching for him, looked Into the van
today. He found his son, Frank, unconscious; John. Scanlon, aged 15
1 "
"come-backfield.
iall
on
years, was dead, and the third boy
the
"
30 the council wns apparently dying.
On or about May
Gas from the
will lnitiate'-- c"lis of about 20 inem- - bucket fire had asihyxiated them.
'

